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ABDUL-MUTALIB YUSUF ASHKURI
Never known to be without a smile . . . always at ease in the elocution
contests ... a long list of activities is proof of his varied interests . . .
Biology and Chemistry are his favorite subjects . . . well versed in
Arabic grammar . has talent for drawing and painting . . . the study
of medicine is his ambition.
Sacred Heart League 3, 4, 5 (Treasurer) ; Sodality 4, 5 ; Debating
Society 4. 5 ; Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Elocution Contest 4 ; Tennis
Finals 2 ; Intramural Sports.
ADIB AMIN KIRDAR
Resident of Kirkuk ... a mainstay of the Fifth High baseball team.
.
.
deeply interested in current events and he is always ready for a discuss-
ion . . . partial to the study of Mathematics
.
. . swimming is his
favorite pastime . . . Adib's plans call for advanced study in field of
civil engineering and the class wishes him success.
Varsity Volleyball Team 4. 5; Intramural Sports.
AKRAM ANTWAN TAWIL
English is his favorite study . . . one of champion spellers in the class . .
.
his spare moments occupied with detective stories . . . interested in
mechanical work of any kind . . . regular spectator at the intramural
games during noon recreations . . . present plans uncertain but hopes
to continue studies in an engineering school.
Intramural Sports'.
ALBERT KRIKOR MELCOMAN
A modest but versatile member of our class . . . active member "I
Scientific Society ... a diligent student and he has a preference for
scientific studies ... a fast man on the handball courts . . . dreams of
day when lie will have his own workshop . . . enjoys hunting as a
recreation ... a future mechanical engineer.
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
CARLO EM1LE TONIITII
Active in main school affairs . . . generous with his time and talent . . .
visits the school chapel each dav . . . studies Chemistry with real
enthusiasm .
. . often seen on the football field playing his favorite game...
a stamp collector of renown . . . Carlo's plans for the future call for the
study of pharmacy.
Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Sodality 4. 5 (Secretary) : Scien-
tific Society 4, 5 ; Dramatic Society 5 ; Library Staff 5 ; Al Iraqi Stall
5 : Debating Society 5.
EDWARD LEON ZAHASIAN
Literature and the study of languages are Edward's chief interests
. . .
also enjo\s listening to good music . . . entertained with the accordian
on our class picnics . . . his quiet, pleasing personality won main friend?
during his school vears ... a good listener . . . already has made plans
for a career in journalism.
Intramural S/wrts.
EMILE NAJIB GARABET
One of the busiest members of the class . . . known to keep his word . . .
always ready to organize a class picnic . . . worked during the summer
months
. . . has a fine stamp collection . . . often seen driving the
family car around the city . . . will study mechanical engineering abroad
after graduation.
Sacred Heart League 3, 4, 5 : Sodality 5.
EMMANUEL YUSUF TUMINNA
A valuable member of the track team . . . holds the record for the shot
put in Baghdad schools . . . enjoyed the class picnics . . . interested in
study of English and writes his compositions with ease . . . noon
recreations find him the center of discussions on topics of the day . . .
will begin medical studies in September.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Varsity Track Team 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Varsity
Volleyball Team 4, 5 ; Varsity Basketball Team 2, 3, 4, 5; Intramural
Sports.
FAKHRI JAMIL HAMDI
Well known for his sense of humor . . . never missed the baseball games
during noon recreations . . . Biology is his favorite study . . . calm
disposition has made him a popular classmate . . . ready for a class picnic
at any time . . . one of the stamp collectors in our class . . . will enter
Royal Medical College in Baghdad.
Intramural Sports.
FARID FARAJ JURJIS
One of the champion boxers in the school . . . goes boating during the
summer months . . . entertains others by his clever tricks of magic . . .
has an interesting collection of rare coins . . . prefers study of Physics
to other subjects . . . Farid's ambition is to be a radio and television
engineer.
Sodality 5 ; Boxing Finals 3, 4, 5.
FARUQ SAID RASHIDI
Perpetual smile is an indication of his jovial disposition
. .
. small in
stature but has plenty of vim . . . one of the best baseball players of the
class . . . corresponds with foreign students . . . has a fine appreciation
of Arabic literature . . . interested in rare coins . . . will enter the
Commercial College for advanced studies.
Varsity Track Team 3, 4, 5 : Intramural Sports.
FAWZI LL1AS SARAFA
A quiet but active member of our class . . . enjoys all forms of athletics
but track is his speciality . . . one of fastest runners on the squad
. . .
collects stamps as a hobby . . . reads Arabic poetry with the greatest
enthusiasm . . . enjoys a daily swim in the Tigris . . . engineering is his
chosen work.
Sacred Heart League 5 ; Varsity Track Team 2, 3, 4, 5 ; Intramural
Sports.
GEORGE AZIZ YAQU
Tallest boy in the class ... a boarding student from Faish-khabur . . .
an enthusiastic member of most of the school societies . . . history is
his favqrite subject ... an accomplished dramatist
.
. . has a fine
collection of pictures taken during his school years . . . enjoys a game
of basketball . . . plans to study political economy.
Sodality 4, 5 (Vice-president) ; Sacred Heart League 2, 3, 4, 5 ;
Sanctuary Society 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; Dramatic Society 4, 5 ; Debating
Society 4 (Sergeant at Arms), 5 : Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Al Iraqi Staff
5 ; Varsity Basketball. Team 3, 4 ; Intramural Sports.
GEORGE NAUM S1TTU
One of the youngest boys in the class . . . swimming and basketball
are his favorite sports . . . wears a winning smile ... a good entertainer
on class picnics . . . likes to spend his spare moments working on
electrical apparatus . . . enjoys intramural sports . . . loyal Sodalist . . .
George plans to study mechanical engineering after completing his
studies.
Sodality 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
GHALIB YUSUF BANNI
His serious expression hides a cheerful personality . . . learned a lot
about boxing under Father Larkin's tutelage . . . likes to ride a bicycle
around the citv . . . captain of one of the Sodality Rosary groups . . .
took advantage of the intramural sports program ... will study
engineering in preparation for work in petroleum fields of Iraq.
Sodality 5 ; Boxing Finals 4, 5 ; Varsity Basketball Team 4 ; Varsity
Track Team 4, 5.
GHAZI SAUK) MADIIAR
A capable and earnest student ol Arabic literature . . . has won many
testimonials and ribbons during his school years . . . takes a leading
part in school activities. . . music and reading occupy his spare time.
. .
partial to scientific studies . . . executive secretary of Father Guay's
Scientific Society . . . Gbazi has chosen mechanical engineering as his
lifes work.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 1. 5 {Executive Secretary) ;
Dramatic Society 5 : Al Irai/i Staff 5.
HANNA BUTROS ISA
Quiet and studious h\ nature . . . can he found in the librarv any
afternoon reading hooks and magazines . . . English is his favorite
subject ... an accomplished artist he spends many hours at his hobby . .
.
joined many of the school societies
. . .
vv ill enter business in Baghdad
after completing his studies.
Sacred Heart League 4, 5 : Sodality 1. 5; Scientific Society I, 5;
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Intramural Sports.
JACK MIHRAN D1RDIR1AN
Always took an active part in the athletic program of the school . . .
a regular member of varsity and intramural groups . . . enjoys nothing
better than a lively discussion . . . avid reader ol detective stories . . .
Phvsics is his favorite studv . . . often repeats the question asked . . .
will studv mechanical engineering abroad.
Varsity Basketball Team 4, 5 ; Varsity Track Team 4. 5 : Boxing
finals I. 5: Varsity VolleybalLTeam 4, 5; Intramural Sports.
JOSEPH PETRO ATHANASE
One of the best singers in the class
. . . enjoys listening to good music
on the radio ... a leader in handball and ping-pong tournaments
. . .
interested in study of Mathematics, especially Geometry . . . reads
many ot the magazines in the school library . . . electrical engineering
is his ambition in life.
Sacred Heart League 1, 2. 3: Varsity Track Team 3, 4, 5; Intra-
mural Sports.
KAMAL SALIH IBRAHIM
Never at a loss to propose a question in class . . . has a special liking
for Chemistry and displayed the greatest interest in laboratory exper-
iments ... an ardent camera fan who has had great success with his
pictures . . . likes a game ot handball or baseball . . . will make
advance studies in Chemistry.
Intramural Sports.
KHALII) KHAL1L AL-MUSFI
A student who made continual progress each year in the school ... a
generous and friendly manner has won him many friends . . . Arabic
and English literature are his special interests . . . travels to distant
places during vacations . . . takes part in many sports but excels in
tennis . . . medicine is his chosen profession.
Scientific Society 5 ; Intramural Sports.
LORIS OHANNES TCHOBANIAN
A quiet and likeable member of the class . . . often displays a good
sense of humor . . . enjoys classical music . . . volleyball is his favorite
sport ... a specialist in the study of the Armenian language . . . drew
attractive signs for the bulletin board . . . Loris plans to go abroad tor
the studv of engineering.
Debating Society 4, 5 [Secretary) ; Scientific Society 4. 5 (Recording
Secretary); Varsity Volleyball Team I. 5.
MA11DI MUHAMMAD HASAN
An Arabic scholar of renown . . . faithful worker for the Al Iraqi . .
.
likes all scientific studies, especially Physics . . . carries on a rather
large correspondence . . . fond of travel and has visited many places
of interest . . . has maintained a good scholastic average which augurs
well for his success in the study ot engineering.
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Al Iraqi Staff 4. 5.
MALCOLM BERNARD ROY
A very zealous member of Father La Bran's Sodality . . . has a special
artistic talent and was always ready to draw a poster
. .
. spends long
hours by the radio . . . Malcolm's chief athletic interest is boxing . . .
writes a good English composition, with ease
. . . the studv of medicine
is his ambitnm.
Sodality 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 4, 5
;
Intramural Sports.
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MICHAEL RAYMOND BASRAWI
A familiar figure riding his bicycle to school each morning . . . enjoys
a good conversation and likes to discuss class matters with his friends
. .
. has a fine collection of stamps
. . .
plays an occasional game of
basketball . . . hopes to enter medical school this year in preparation
for his chosen work.
Intramural Sports.
NUBAH NISHAN BASHTIKIAN
Possesses a special aptitude for music and enjovs listening to the radio
and records
. . . plays the violin with finesse . . . could he seen each
day on the sidelines, watching the intramural games. . . one of our
best Arabic students . . . his facile memory was the envy of all . . .
plans to enter business in Baghdad.
Intramural Sports.
POPKIN ABAM ZARZAVIJIAN
Class astronomer . . . spent many hours with Father Guay at the
telescope and hopes to build one himself someday . . . passes his spare
moments painting scenes of nature . . . participated in Father Larkin's
boxing tournaments . . . frequently won testimonials for his good
marks . . . the study of geology is his ambition.
Scientific Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5 ; Boxing Finals 4. 5.
(IMS III SAM ALD1N AL-.IUMA
A modest, amiable classmate
. . .
his cheerful disposition is always in
evidence
. . . lias travelled widely anil describes with enthusiasm the
places he lias visited
. . .
enjoys listening to music and is an excellent
violin player
. . . had a good time on the class picnics . . . Qais has
made plans for a career in medicine.
Intramural Spurts.
RICHARD MIKHAIL ZANBAQA
We never could distinguish him from his twin brother, Joseph . . .
active member of Sodality and Sacred Heart League
. . .
science is his
main interest and laboratory work is a pleasure for him . . . often seen
tilling his bicycle around the citv . . . hopes to continue his studies at
the Royal College of Medicine.
Sodality \. .") (Treasurer)
Sports.
(I Heart League .'->, 4, S ; Intramural
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RUSTAM IVAN RLSTAM
A popular and imperturbable classmate
. . . generous with his time and
talents
.
. . painting and drawing occup) his leisure moments . . .
Mathematics is his favorite study . . . one of the star handball players
of the class . . . found time for many of the school activities. . . petrol-
eum engineering is Rustam's choice for his future work.
Soilality 5 ; Sacred Heart League 5 : Scientific Society 4, 5 ( Treasurer)
:
Debating Satiety 4, 5 (Vice-President) ; Intramural Sports.
SABAH ELTAS £ARA
A consistent leader of his class in studies
. . . long list of activities
testifies to his school spirit ... a champion swimmer and expert diver
.
. .
often seen on the school tennis courts. . . interested in all subjects
but has particular fondness for English literature ... a future doctor,
Sabah will continue his studies abroad.
Sodality 4, 5 (President) ; Sacred Heart League 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
Scientific Society 4, 5 : Dramatic Society 4, 5 ; Debating Society 4, 5
;
Al Iraqi Staff 4, 5 ; Varsity Basketball Team 4 ; Intramural Sports.
TALAL JALAL ALAZZAWI
Wears a smile most of the time and enjoys a good laugh . . . likes
nothing better than a good argument and he usually wins his point . . .
one of Father Larkins boxers in the heavyweight division ... an
interested spectator at the intramural games during the year ... a
candidate for the Royal Medical College.
Intramural Sports.
TALAL ABDUL-HAD1 AL-CHALIBI
A firm believer in physical culture . . . noted for his pleasant way of
dealing with people ... a lover of nature and he has read many books
on the subject . . . one of the best swimmers in the school . . . Mathe-
matics is his favorite study and it should help him in his chosen work,
mechanical engineering.
Intramural Sports.
VAHAK KARARIN SAHAKIAN
A diligent and industrious member of the class . . . always working on
some project ... an eloquent speaker and a good actor . . . likes to
work with machines in his spare time . . . favorite relaxations are swim-
ming and basketball
. . . has boundless enthusiasm for his work . . .
plans to study aeronautical engineering.
Debating Society 4, 5 (President) : Scientific Society 4 (Vice-
President), 5 (President) ; Al Iraqi Staff 5 ; Dramatic Society 5 ; Varsity
Basketball Team 4 ; Intramural Sports.
VARTAN OHANNES
OHANNESSIAN
A student with varied interests
. . .
one of the tennis champions
of the school . . . appeared often in the elocution contests . . .his stellar
performance of Brother Orchid won the admiration of the school . . .
English literature is his particular interest ... a future dentist and the
class wishes him success in his work.
Debating Society 4, 5 ; Scientific Society 4 (Vice-President) *5 ; Dra-
matic Society 5; Elocution Contest 2, 3. 4. [5 ; Tennis Finals 2, 5;
Intramural Sports.
WALID NAJIB COTTA
Small in stature but gifted with plenty of vitality . . . has a special
fondness for the study of Mathematics ... a good listener, Walid has
won friends by his retiring manner . . . has read many of the books in
the school library . . . already
making plans for his study of
medicine.
Intramural Sports.
YAQUB ISHAQ GHAZZA
Last in the alphabetical list but first among the fii ndl' p
members of the class ... a dictionary of native s<t>!
entertainer on picnics
. . .
has a hobby of working o hi- i w
experiments
. . . tennis and swimming are much to his liking i
as an electrical engineer is assured.
Sodality 5 ; Intramural Sports.
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FOURTH YEAR A
First Row, left to right : Kamal al-Tahan, Adil Marmarji, Khajak Marashlian, Warujan Artinian, Father Sullivan,
S.J., Adnan Tawflq, Garabet Gabriel, Petros John, Zuhair Ahmad.
Second Row : Edwin Kurish, Sami Butti, Alexander Boghossian, Kamal Fattuhi, Anis al-Attar, Samir Ziyya,
Sarkia Gharibian, Mikhail Marukil, Clarence Burby, Krikor Shirinian.
Third Row : Joseph Azzu, Usam al-Uzri, Badri Nalu, Vahak Hovnanian, Murad Kazanjian, Kamal Tereza, Surin
Awadis, Suham al-Adhami, Khalid Hindu.
FOURTH YEAR B
First Row, left to right : Mudhaffar Habbosh, Shawqi Mushaka, Farid Yusuf, Father La Bran, S.J., Tariq Shamami,
Faiq Buraji, Janan Alios.
Second Row : Wasim Hikari, Asad Tawflq, Apisighum Hagop, George Malak, Faiq Faraj, Vikin Karayan, Nuri
Salmu, Fuad Killu, Sargon Murad, Zuhair Khudhari.
Third Row : Charles Kassab, Qidar Shemdin, Ramiz Ghazzul, Muwaffaq al-Khudhairi, Hagop Lajinian, Hana al-
Rahim, Halim Atiyya, Samir Matti, Talib Babu-Ishaq, Naji Said.
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FOURTH YEAR C
First Row, left to right : Edgar Aris, Hikmat Naum, Salim Elias, Father Powers, S.J., Henry Adam, Joseph
Kuyumjian, Andrew Qashat.
Second Row : Hikmat Jazrawi, Harith Yunan, Nairn Rumayyih, Nadhim Hassu, Iyad Ali Ghalib, Abdul-Mahdi al-
Shalan, Farid Jurgis, Anushuvan Kivorkian, Tahsin al-Amin, Zuraf Ibrahim, Armin Sahakian.
Third Row : Harith Faraj, John Minas, James Malak, Fuad al-Wattar, Hazim al-Chalibi, Munir Bushara, Saib
Shunia, Faisal Rahmatallah, Krikor Mamikunian, Ismail Muhammad.
THIRD YEAR A
First Row, left to right : Sabih Lawrence. Salim Hassu, Johnson Paulus, Faisal al-Khuri, Father MacNeil, S.J.,
Hikmat Philip, Yusuf Abbu, Kannu Kammu, Usama Jamali.
Second Row : Hadi Sarraf, Franz de Lima, Shaflq Qasim, Adnan Shaltagh, Taimur al-Amin, Hikmat Attisha,
Waiid Fuad, Majid Azzu, Khalid Fattah, Sabah Atchu, Zuhair Attiyya.
Third Row : Badi Bodia, Khalid Tereza, Fuad Taima, Hikmat al-Khuri, Jamal Farjo, Akram Gecrge, Anwar Killu,
Karnik Sadurian, Sabah Najib.
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THIRD YEAR B
First Bow, left to right : Sami Baqir, Fuad Elias, Behnam Korkis, Yusuf Makhai, Father Mulvehill, S.J., Khairi
Tammu, Marco Tonietti, Yusuf Kurial, Andrea Peter.
Second Bow : Korkis Lazar, Ara Sahakian, Najat Ahmad, Albeit Dadishu, Hufdhi al-Urfali, Ghazi al-Khudhairi,
Subhi al-Rabiyi, Fawzi Mura, Hikmat Jazrawi.
Third Bow : Ghazi Elias, Rati Zaghkuni, Jawdat Haddad, Tariq Dib, Shafiq Qazzaz, Namir Almasian, Fuad Uth-
man, Raymond Vincent, Arsham Mirzian, Adil Sanjuqli.
THIRD YEAR C
First Bow, left to right : Jamil Elias, Muayyid al-Suwaidi, Hikmat Taima, Tariq Jazrawi, Father Campbell, S.J.,
Sumer Hermes, Zuhair Aziz, Jirair Hovsepian, Abdul-Adhim al-Shalan.
Second Bow : Saib Abdul-Karim, Surin Birsimian, Suhail Ibrahim, Zamil al-Zahawi, Ghazi al-Churbachi, Allenby
Dadishu, Khalid Attisha, Jalal Habbu, Faraj Abdulahad.
Third Bow : Manuel Najjar, Ashur William, Fuad Bashu, Anis Randquist, Habib Qashat, Thomas Shammama,
Jalal Shallal, Mufid Mirza, Popkin Markarian, Popkin Seropian.
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THIRD YEAR D
First Row, left to right : Livon Skenderian, Sami Jihad, Usam Hanna, Salim Habbu, Father McDonough, S.J.,
Araad Badran, Antwan Salim, Waltron Aprim, Kachik Barsimian.
Second Row : Sabah al-Shaikh. Munthar Zara, Nititkhan Azarian, Abdul-Kadhim al-Zawbayi, Ghazi Qassab, Amin
Sayyidna, Abdul-Qadir Khudhur, John Korkis, Krikor Baraghimian.
Third Row : Elisha Baba, Varkis Jinuwizian, Henry Simon, Ihsan al-Khudhairi, Waskin Mukhtarian, Basil Mah-
mud, Mikhail Abdulahad, Haqqi Zarur, Samuel Paulus, Louis Kammanii.
SECOND YEAR A
First Row, left, to right : Faruq al-Rawi, Hani al-Sabawi, Sabah Buraji, Khalid Mirza, Father Miff, S.J., Robert
Ohannessian, Samir Nayyim, Hisham Tawflq, Sabah Mayya.
Second Row : Ibrahim Manukian, Antranik Gharashian, Hikmat Daud, Berj Khadawirdi, Ismat Antun, Hilal al-
Azzawi, Edmond Rumaya, Adil al-Hasani, Vraj Kutunian, Sarmad Khunda.
Third Row : Asad al-Khudhairi, Abdul-Wahid Abdul-Kahman, Minas Nazarian, Ramzi Atchu, Kaizak Hagopian,
Hanna Malaki, Sahak Sahakian, Bedros Daghilian, Emmanuel Marukil, Artin Giragosian.
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SECOND YEAR B
First Row, left to right : Ramzi Skender, William Daud, Amir Salbi, Faruq Abdul-Latif, Father Morgan, S.J.,
Faiz Rumaya, Yahya Barsum, Najib Shamun, Thamir al-Gailani.
Second Bow : Shawqi Lassu, Basil Makiyya, Munir Fernandez, Sarush Wahbi, Leon Kotayentz, Faruq al-Umari,
Varkis Zadurian, Yusuf Shina, Faruq Yaqub, Stamatis Peter.
Third Bow : George Mirza, Raymond Karupian, Faiz Faraj, Eric Loftman, Fuad al-Khudhairi, Abdul-Rahman al-
Gailani, Karnik Sayadian, Sarkis Samuel, Habib Sa.lim, Hamid Murad al-Shaikh, Sami al-Badir.
SECOND YEAR C
First Bow, left to right : William Abdulahad, Tariq Yusuf, Anushuvan Shahuwian, Ala Abbosh, Father Mahan,
S.J., Namir Abbas, Sami Naami, Leslie Burby, Ramzi Barnuti.
Second Row : Ghazi Tawfiq, Naqi Tereza, Nubar Hawakimian, Nuhad Majid, Hartiyun Nahabit, Shaiban Awni,
Majid Rashid, Raymond Ishaq, Yusuf Suwaidi, Muhammad Haji.
Third Row : Sabah Ghazzul, Amir Zara, Jamil al-Chalibi, Maruk Tumasian, Hagop Wartkisian, Tami Krikorian,
Ghazi Aziz, Esmond Wartan, Sabah Mairi, Namir Kirdar.
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SECOND YEAR D
First Bow, left to right : Amid Rashid, Riadh al-Zahawi, Sabah Shina, Salim Yusuf, Father Dunn, S.J., Faruq
Fakhri, Joseph Conway, Ferdinand Iskender, John Roy.
Second Row : Saib Tappouni, Joseph Zanbaqa, Faiq George, Hafldh al-Usachi, Faraj Daiza, Sabah Azzu, Berj
Huwakimian, Salman Daud, William Paulus.
Third Row : Baijar Shemdin, Sabah Abbas, Samir al-Mufti, Faraj Zoma, Shawkat George, Zuhair Elias, John Bas-
maji, Hudhail al-Amir, Colin Azzu.
SECOND YEAR E
First Row, left to right : Hagop Makardijian, Shawqi Jurjis, Sabah Ephram, Walid Qasir, Father Cote, S.J., Dhia
Faiq, Saddiq Namu, Kanam Markarian, Faruq Shina.
Second Row : Nadhim Hanna Shaikh, Sabah Abbu, Ohannes Qabtanian, Khalid Arab. Nikughus Arzumanian,
Mikhail Sittu, Mardik Martin, Asad Yusuf. Ghalib Abdul-Mahdi.
Third Row : Samir al-Churbachi, Rustam Aruwian, Warush Zaghkuni, Rauf Karim, Faruq Atiyya, Ghassan al-
Rawi, Warda Marukil, Abdul-Latif Ashkuri, Michael Manni, Husain Mursi.
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FIRST YEAR A
First Bow, left to right : Samuel Barsikian, Adnan Jihad, Yasar Yahya, Abdul-Waheb Makiyya, Father Larkin,
S.J., Basim Salim, Edmund Rajwan, Joseph Marukil, Shamshun Antar.
Second Row : Mufid al-Samarrai, Francis George, Farid Banni, Maurice Subajian, Husain Salim, Ohannes Tcho-
banian, Kivork Markarian, Ninus Ishu, Joseph Ruman, Armin Ardawazd, Richard Nabhan.
Third Row : Andrawis Jibrail, Qaftan Kamal, Aram Thaddeus, Surin Alexander, Sabah Daiza, Nazar al-Rumani,
Adnan Ghantus, Sahak Vahanian, Haik Balian, Nabil Isa Taha, Nasir al-Saadun, Ziyya Yoab.
FIRST YEAR B
First Row, left to rtght : Namrud Paul, Mukarram al-Umari. Faruq Maghazaji, Fafher Hussey, S.J., Saad Matti,
Sabah Khayyat, Sami Kamil.
Second Row : Benjamin Hagopian. Antwan Dramirian, William Nikola, Hraj Jaburian, Awiya Danawish, Zahir
Loqa, Johnson John, Dawlat Hannudi.
Third Row : Warnik Kabudian, Muwaffaq Hannawi, Bcrj Martin, Samir Hanna Shaikh, Walid Assaf, Ghassan al-
Atiyya.
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FIRST YEAR C
First Row, left to right : Thamir al-Takriti, Laith Ismail, Akram Shabah, Ihsan Ibrahim, Father T. Kelly, S.J.,
Nufal Jamil, Joseph Ibrahim, Shamshun Sarkis, Ramzi Daud.
Second Bow : Yaqub Yusuf Yaqub, Zuharab Kazanjian, Mansur al-Saadun, Munir Yaqub, Barnuah Emmanuel,
Frederick Yonathan, Haidar al-Haldari, Sitrak Kuyumjian, Varujan Markarian, Pius Zusimas, Ibrahim Ardharumli,
Munaf al-Naqib.
Third Row: Kamal Aris, Sarmad Anwar, Mudhaffar Jalil, Harith Lnqa, Wartan Muradian, Ibrahim al-Maluf,
Antranik Thaddeus, Ramzi Farahian, Zuhair George, Ghazi Maghak. Jamal Fattuhi, Ramzi Naman, Awakim Babazian.
FIRST YEAR D
First Row, left to right : Usam Sabah. Sabah Kamil, Nadhim Awji, Maurice Yusuf, Father McCarthy. S.J., Adil
al-Jaburi, Anwar Wujdi, Tariq Makiyya, Adnan George.
Second Row : Tahsin Awji, Hisham al-Jazrawi. Sabah Tuminna. John Skender, Samir Banni, Faisal Shuhail,
Hisham al-Windawi, Nuri Fattuhi, Habib Mahir. Faruq Elias. Nawwaf Nuri
Third Row : Albert Alexander. Sabah Izzat, Warujan Karamian. VValid Yunis. Jalal Mikhail. FariH Yusuf Mikha,
Utba al-Jadir, Aprim Shamuel, Ramzi Sequeira, Adil Kandquist, Sabah Killu, Sabah Busha. Badi Abbu.
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FIRST YEAR E
First Bow, left to right : Jamal Yusuf, Fawzi Habbosh, Zuhair Yusuf, Falah Sabah, Father O'Kane, S.J., Baruir
Hagopian, Mustafa al-Maiyni, Naman al-Rawi, Faruq Araim.
Second Row : Faiz Tappouni, Warant Ohannessian, Shawkat Jazrawi, Wayil al-Tai, Nujyar Shemdin, Salim Daud,
Sami Abid, Dikran Takatlian, Yakub Yusuf Gharib, Khalid Antwan, Sabah Zabuni, Ghazi Hammud.
Third Row : Sinan Abdul-Fattah, Hikmat Yusuf, Ghassan Majid, Basil Qalian, Awadis Kurbikian, Safa al-Bayati,
Qahtan al-Azzawi, Duraid al-Yawir, Ohannes Ghazarus, Adil Said, Murad Manashian, Ghanim Tobia, Sudad Abdullah.
FIRST YEAR F
First Row, left to right : Adnan Naji, Zuhair Faraj, Salim Jazrawi, Najah Sittu, Father Cronin, S.J., Arshavir
Yamayan, Douglas Thomas, Saad Shaffu, Zuhair Rabban.
Second Row : Ghanim George, Maan al-Amiri, Jamil Abdul-Aziz, George Nairn, Basil Yaqub, Sami Yusuf, Jafar
Hammud, Jalal al-Sarraf, Gabriel Karughlanian, Hartiyun Yaminian, Sabah Jadun, Sabah Sattam.
Third Row : Qusai al-Saidi, Hikmat Siddiq, Faris Bashir, Muhammad Shakir, Usama Abdullah, Qais Atiyya,
Faruq Ziada, Sami Francis, Jamal al-Wattar, Samir Nairn, Salah Khayyat, Jack Asalian.
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SODALITY OF OUR LADY
It was a big >ear for the Sodality. As far as numbers are concerned, it was the biggest Sodality
in Baghdad College History. For the first time, second year boys were admitted, swelling the member-
ship to a new high of eighty boys all told. This growth in numbers made it necessary to divide the
members into a Senior Section for boys of fourth and fifth years, and a Junior Section for boys of
second and third. Father LaBran and Father Curran were the Moderators and they conducted the
weekly meetings.
The larger the Sodality, the more it depends for effectiveness upon its officers. This year we
were fortunate in having such first-rate officers as Sabah Zara, Prefect; George Aziz, Vice-Prefect;
Carlo Tonietti, Secretary ; and Richard Zanbaqa, Treasurer. Serving as Councilors were Samir Ziyya,
Janan Alios and Petros John. The hard work, the good example and the lively leadership of these
boys made the largest Sodality in Baghdad College history also one of the most successful.
A successful Sodality is a holy Sodality, and holiness is something you cannot see or measure.
But there were many proofs of the Sodality's vigorous spiritual life. For instance, if you visited the
chapel of the Senior Boarding House during any noon recreation you would find one of the Sodality
Rosary Teams reciting the Rosary in common. Every Sodalist belongs to one of the six teams, and
each team takes its turn leading the Rosary once a week. There has been ioo % attendance at this
devotion, for no Sodalist wants to miss the privilege of representing the student body before the
Queen of Heaven. Other students have followed the example of the Sodality in attending the daily
Rosary, and on many a day the chapel was crowded. Much credit for this devotion is due to Shawqi
Mushaka, who organized the teams, and to the six Captains, — Farid Faraj, Harith Faraj, Ghalib
Banni, Garabet Gabriel, Abdul-Mutalib Ashkuri and Malcolm Roy.
Besides saying the daily Rosary either in private or in common, each Sodalist was expected to
visit the Blessed Sacrament every morning. Here again, Sodalists' example led the way, and many
other boys took up the practice of visiting one of the two chapels each morning before class.
Most of the Sodalists living in the city had to leave for school too early in the morning to be able
to enjoy the privilege of daily Mass. But attendance at the monthly Mass and Communion Sunday
was almost perfect. A different Church was chosen each month for the Sodality Mass, so that Sodalists
had the opportunity of attending Mass and receiving Holy Communion in all the varied and beautiful
liturgies of the Catholic Rites, — Chaldean, Syrian, Armenian, and Latin. Arrangements for these
Masses was in the capable hands of George Sittu and Hanna Butros.
These were the regular year-round spiritual activities. Other devotions were suggested as the
Church's great feasts came around in turn. On November ist, the day when Our Lady's Assumption
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was defined by His Holiness, Pope Pius XII, the Sodality celebrated the occasion with an outdoor
Mass. Father Madaras, ever an enthusiastic supporter of the Sodality, was celebrant and preached
an eloquent sermon on this new honor rendered to Our Lady. After Mass, the Sodalists recited the
Rosary aloud, lining themselves up on the lawn as a living Rosary. Communion breakfast followed
at the Canteen. Some weeks later the Sodality attended a Triduum of Masses offered by Father
Merrick in preparation for the Feast of the Immaculate Conception. A novena of outdoor Rosaries
for Peace was held before Christmas and during the Christmas holidays a pilgrimage was conducted
to all the Catholic Churches in Baghdad, where a visit was made to the Christmas Crib in each Church,
ending up at the beautiful crib erected in the Baghdad College chapel by Brother Parnoff. A Novena
of Grace was conducted from March 4th to March i2th,consisting of Benediction and a talk by one
of the Fathers. A Fathers' and Sons' Day at the end of the school year was the occasion of the annual
reception of new candidates.
In the annual Christmas Drive for food, clothing and money for the Poor, the Sodality had the
generous co-operation of the entire student body. The weekly poor Collections had accumulated a
total of ID 125.595. Father Quinn and Father Williams deserve our gratitude for their generosity
in collecting and tabulating the money as it came in each week. To gather food and clothing a big box
was placed at the main entrance of the school, and behind it a huge thermometer registered each day
the number of articles donated. The thermometer was designed and constructed by Rustam Ivan
Rustam and Malcolm Roy. Incidentally, it was the artistic skill and industry of these two Sodalists
that maintained the Sodality Bulletin Board with attractive and interesting posters throughout the
year. The thermometer «blew its top* the last day of school. Father LaBran and Father O'Kane worked
with Malcolm Roy, Yaqub Ishaq and Rustam Ivan Rustam in sorting and distributing the clothes
and food. Father Yusuf Kado of the Chaldean Church kindly assisted in the distribution of money
and clothing to the needy families in his care.
A new Catechetical Committee, organized by Father Curran, got off to a successful start this year.
The children of the neighborhood, long without any formal religious instruction, were organized
into two groups, meeting once a week for catechism class. Zealous pioneers in this apostolate were the
two catechists, George Aziz and Samir Ziyya.
«We express to Your Holiness our great joy and filial gratitude on the occasion of the Definition
of the Assumption of Our Lady.o With this message cabled to Rome one day last October the Baghdad
College Sodalists joined their great fellow-Sodalist, Pius XII, in paying tribute to the Mother of all
Sodalists. Pleased as she was with our love that day, even more pleasing to her must have been the
year-long tribute of prayer and good works that were offered in her honor.
THE
SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
Moderator Rev. Leo J. Guay, S.J.
President Vahak Sahakian
Vice-President Tahsin ai.-Amin
Executive Secretin y GhaZI Sadio
Recording Secretary LoRIS Tchobanian
Treasurer Rustam Ivan Rustam
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SACRED HEART LEAGUE
Moderator : Rev. Sidney M. MacNeil, S.J.
President : Samir Ziyya Treasurer : Abdul-Mutalib Ashkuri
Vice-President : Shawqi Moshaka Secretary : Garabet Gabriel
Firmly convinced that there is strength in common prayer the members of the Sacred League,
under the direction of Father MacNeil, decided to increase their numbers this year. Immediately
after the opening of school we welcomed the younger students from First and Second High and their
devotion and enthousiasm has been a true inspiration to all of us. Our meetings were conducted weekly in
the school chapel where we were instructed by Father MacNeil in the devotion to the Sacred Heart. Later
in the year talks were delivered by the members on different aspects of the devotion and its relation
to our school life. A Holy Hour was conducted twice each month by our Moderator, one for the Senior
members and one for the Junior group. A short talk in Arabic was given by one of the older boys at the
Junior Holy Hour. Among the intentions for which we prayed during the year were vocations for the
priesthood and religious life and world peace. Since reparation is an essential part of our program we
were deeply gratified to see the large numbers present each month at the First Friday Mass in Saint
Joseph's Cathedral. Our labors were not confined to our school alone but we carried the apostolate
to our families and friends. Many families were consecrated to the Sacred Heart, we instructed others
in the devotion of the Morning Offering and the monthly intention of the Holy Father, and the spirit
of self-sacrifice was urged on all. We extend our sincere thanks to Father MacNeil who labored so
zealously for our spiritual welfare, and as Promoters of the League of the Sacred Heart we shall endeav-
or to abide by the high ideals of this devotion in our future lives.
CHRYSOSTOM
DEBATING
SOCIETY
Moderator . . Rev. Robert J. Sullivan, S.J.
President. . .' . . . . Vahak Sahakian
Vice-President .... Rustam Ivan Rustam
Secretary LoRIS TcHOBANIAN
Sergeant at Arms Qidar Shemdin
-Associate Editors
Seated : Mahdi Muhammad, Father Mulvehill, Krikor
Mamiklinian. Standing : George Aziz, Vahak Sahakian.
Beloiv : Khajak Marashlian, staff artist, shows
his latest drawing to Father Mulvehill.
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THE
AL IRAQI STAFF
Business Managers
Seated : Sabah Zara, Father T. Kelly, Ghazi Sadiq.
Standing : Faisal Rahmatallah, Carlo Tonietti.
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Faculty Librarians
Rev. John A. Miff. S. J.
Rev. Robert J. Cote. S. J.
Mr. Yusuf Nai.u
Assistant Librarians
AbdulMutaub Ashkuri Carlo Tonietti
Anis al-Attar Marco Tonietti
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THE DRAMATIC SOCIETY
Moderators :
Rev. Thomas J. Kelly, S. J.
Rev. Robert B. Campbell, S. J.
The Dramatic Society of Baghdad College rose to new artistic heights this year with the presenta-
tion of the three-act play, Brother Orchid. Father Thomas Kelly assembled his cast shortly after the
opening of school in September and assigned each actor his part to memorize. Over a period of three
months the thespians rehearsed faithfully and on December 9th the play was presented before the
Faculty members and the entire student body. The stage was arranged on the porch of the Senior
Boarding House, an ideal setting for the outdoor theatre. The stage crew was under the direction of
Father Campbell and he received the valuable assistance of Berj Tchobanian and Carl Conway, both
Alumni of Baghdad College, in his work. The very attractive scenery, which set forth a realistic back-
ground for the monastery scenes and enhanced the entire production, was due in large part to their
unselfish labors. It is impossible in this short space to do justice to the individual actors but special
mention must be given to Vartan Ohannessian, who played the leading role. His clear diction, his gestures
and his interpretation of Brother Orchid were close to perfection and won commendation from all
sides. The applause that was rendered individuals in the cast and the splendid ovation as the curtain
came down on the last scene were testimonials of the appreciation of the audience. The scenes from
the production, presented on this and the following page, were photographed by Father Sullivan,
who attended the dress rehearsal with his ever-present camera.

SANCTUARY SOCIETY
BOARDING STUDENTS

THE MODERN MAGIC CARPET
BY
VAHAK SAHAKIAN
On the morning of May 31, 1950, the people of Baghdad were alarmed and mystified by a sudden
and ear-piercing din that swept through the skies above the city. Scanning the heavens they saw
nothing, because the object, whatever it was, had vanished as quickly as it had appeared. Later in the
day we learned the cause of this mystery, for a jet-propelled airplane had landed for the first time at
the Baghdad airport. Demonstrations followed in the next few days and to many it seemed that the
legendary magic carpet of old had indeed become a reality in this fast-moving twentieth century.
Having made a long study of this new form of air travel I watched these demonstrations with the
greatest enthusiasm for here was the practical example of a theory that truly fascinated me.
Like many a development of modern science, the principle of jet propulsion is actually as old as
human curiosity and inquisitiveness. The Aeolipile, which is a simple steam-jet turbine invented by
Hero of Alexandria in the year 100, A.D., is one of the most ancient applications of jet propulsion.
An example more commonly understood today is the rotary lawn sprinkler, which revolves itself as
a jet of water bursts forth in the opposite direction. Underlying the movement of these machines is
the basic physical law, that every action produces an equal and opposite reaction.
A simple illustration of this natural law is the ordinary toy balloon. We often see children inflate
such a balloon, release the nozzle, and watch it soar into the air. While the balloon is inflated there is a
constant, equal and opposite pressure exerted on every part of the balloon. Once the nozzle is released,
air rushes out and cancels the pressure on that particular side. Since the pressure directly opposite
the nozzle still exists the balloon immediately moves in the opposite direction of the nozzle. In the
meantime, the pressure on all the other parts being equal, opposite and in the same straight line,
do not create a resultant. Therefore the balloon remains in the air and moves in the same direction.
In 1913 the French engineer, Rene Lorin, applied this principle to an airplane for the first time.
The jet engine draws in air through the ducts in the front of the plane, compresses it and by combustion
with a fuel gives it a larger volume and a higher temperature. Rushing on, the expanding air and gases
spin the turbine blades which, since they are mounted on the same shaft as the compressor, provide
power to turn the latter so rapidly that it is continually drawing in new air. The air and gases then
escape at high speed through a comparatively small nozzle and thereby increase their own velocity.
As the velocity is increased a rearward thrust is created and by reaction it produces the forward thrust
that propels the plane. In short, a jet plane recoils from the thrust of its jet.
This intriguing engine which, on analysis, appears to be so simple, has had a very interesting
history and to do it justice one would need several pages. Briefly, the motor developed by Rene Lorin
was practical at extremely high speeds, but the great quantity of fuel required for lower speeds was
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a factor that could not be overcome, and further development was curtailed. In 1941, a jet-propelled
plane designed by an Italian, Secundo Campini, flew from Rome to Milan at an average speed of 130
miles per hour. Due to the exigencies of war the work of this scientist was impeded and the venture
was never fully exploited. The Germans, meanwhile, have done extensive work on this project and
contributed much to its advancement.
The real credit for the jet propulsion gas turbine belongs to Air Commodore Frank Whittle of the
Royal Air Force, who secured a patent on his invention as early as 1930. After a long period of secret
experimentation the Whittle engine was tested for the first time in 1941. The British then made full
disclosure of their progress to the United States Air Force and a year later the Shooting Star, produced
in America, made its first flight. Today jet planes are in full production, both for military and commer-
cial uses.
Jet-propelled aircraft are unique in their speed and high-altitude performance, but there are
many other aspects that place them in a special category. Indeed, they have qualities that may well
revolutionize the future of aeronautics. The jet plane is easier to maneuver than the conventional fast
fighter type plane with its propeller and reciprocating engine. It requires no warming up and is ready to
take off thirty seconds after starting. Without the drag of the propeller it is very easy to handle in
flight. There are fewer engine controls and instruments to distract the pilot and in the cabin the
roar of the engine is practically inaudible, thus reducing fatigue for the crew and passengers. Con-
sidering equivalent horsepower, the weight of a jet plane would be much less than that of a propeller-
driven plane. Finally, the simplicity of the engine is one of the strongest points in its favor.
An observer on the ground is unable to hear a jet plane until it passes directly overhead, when a
noise like the blast of a giant boiler is audible. This explains why the people of Baghdad were taken by
surprise on the first day a jet plane flew over the city. This quality of silence is vitally important
during time of war for it allows a plane to attack enemy installations without at the same time giving
advance warning by the roar of the plane. Moreover, the jet engine leaves hardly any trail of smoke
or flame when complete combustion is attained. This latter quality makes the jet plane peculiarly
adapted for night fighting.
In commercial transportation where speed, comfort and luxury arc in demand, jet-propelled
planes are rapidly becoming popular. There are still many difficulties to be overcome in such planes.
For example, at high altitudes and at great speed the jet plane operates efficiently and the cost of fuel
approaches that of ordinary planes ; at low altitudes and slow speed the jet plane consumes much
more fuel. Engineers tell us with assurance that this problem will soon be solved and the day is soon
approaching when this new form of transportation will break down for all time the barriers of distance
in this world.
Leading the parade as the world's first passenger-carrying turbo-jet is Britain's de Havilland
Comet. While still in the experimental stage it has cruised at nearly 500 miles per hour, approximately
200 miles per hour faster than the commercial planes of today. Ranked also among the pioneers in
this enterprise is Canada's Avro Jetliner, which is lighter than the Comet but has a shorter range.
The twentieth century has witnessed a revolution in transportation with the introduction of air
travel. Many had looked upon the airplane as the ultimate in speed and comfort but the jet plane
has now proven its superiority in all respects. Unless atomic power comes to the fore with new concepts
of air travel, jet propulsion would seem to be the perfect answer to transportation in this modern world.
CHEMISTRY AND I
BY
RAMIZ GHAZZUL
It was the sixth period of a Tuesday afternoon, in the second week of the tenth month of the year
1948, (October 13th to be exact), when I entered the first Chemistry class of my school life. During
that endless forty-five minutes, which seemed like forty-five years to me, I heard the word «Chemistry»
repeated over and over again, and it was with a sigh of relief that I rushed out to the yard for a ten-
minute recess. To the boys who were with me I made a bold, but true, statement.
«I learned nothing during that period except a new English word, c Chemistry '.»
I would have wagered at that time that not a single man in the world understood Chemistry.
And I was certain that all the chemists in the universe had memorized their knowledge of the subject
without understanding its meaning. It was a deep and complicated mystery to me and, I was sure,
to all men.
As the year progressed my struggle with Chemistry increased. Fifty-five was the highest average
I received for a marking period and that was due to the assistance of one of my classmates and the
mercy of my teacher. It took three of us to obtain a passing mark for one month.
Towards the end of the school year I visited one of my relatives in Baghdad, a Chemistry teacher
by profession. After a very nice dinner he informed me that he had a surprise in store for me, one that
would make me very, very happy.
«What is it?» I asked eagerly, thinking he might have a gift for me.
«We are going to spend the afternoon in my Chemistry laboratory ,» he replied, «where you will
see the wonders of modern science.
»
My heart sank. I tried to think quickly, but my mind was confused.
«Why, er, that is very nice. Thank you. But I have promised a, — a friend of mine that I would
meet him in the cinema Or, rather at the bridge. Yes, I am going to meet him at the King Faisal
bridge at three o'clock. Perhaps some other time I could see the laboratory.»
He looked at his watch and smiled. «It is already three-thirty,» he replied. «You have missed your
appointment so you might as well stay here.»
«Oh, is it that late?» I asked. «Poor fellow, he must have waited a long time for me. Well, all right,
let us visit your laboratory.
»
We spent nearly two hours in his workshop and I must admit he changed some of my foolish
notions about Chemistry. I was deeply impressed by his apparatus and highly interested in his explana-
tion of the many experiments he had performed. As I left his home that evening I resolved to study
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my Chemistry, not so much to obtain better marks, but rather to gain a more intimate knowledge of
this interesting subject.
The school year ended and my mark in the final examination showed a vast improvment. When
my teacher congratulated me, I replied:
«Father, Chemistry and I are now the best of friends.
»
My thoughts then turned to the summer vacation and my return to my home in Mosul. With
a light heart I packed my baggage, and began the journey home with my parents. Our first stop was
Kirkuk, where we planned to spend two days. Here are the famous oil fields of Iraq and I persuaded
my father to visit with me the headquarters of the Iraq Petroleum Company. Driving out the next
morning we beheld the great oil wells and saw the huge derricks scattered along the wide desert spaces.
The entire area was a center of bustling activity. Millions of gallons of oil were being pumped from
the depths of the earth and I marvelled at the genius of the engineers who planned and operated this
tremendous venture. Large storage tanks were to be seen on all sides and pipe lines disappeared over
the horizon, carrying this precious mineral to the refineries hundreds of miles away, and thence to the
four corners of the world.
We then visited the power house, where another scientific wonder met my astonished eyes.
Mighty Diesel engines were operating with regular precision and our guide told us there was enough
power being generated here to supply an ordinary city with electricity. And as I reflected on these
great installations it occured to me that this indeed was a city, made necessary by the industry of oil
and made possible by the engineers who conquered the desert wastes and created a miniature paradise.
It was evening when we completed our visit and started our return trip to the inn at Kirkuk.
Shortly after our departure we turned back to witness a beautiful scene, the burning of the natural
gas as it flowed from the narrow pipes, sending forth a spectacular flame which pierced the dense
darkness of the desert night. That evening when I went to bed in the inn I reflected on this great
establishment and of the incalculable good it provides for my country, for petroleum is one of the prin-
cipal sources of revenue in Iraq and makes possible many of the comforts of life. And just before I
went to sleep I thought: «A11 this would be impossible without Chemistry.
»
On my way to Mosul the next day the thought kept turning over in my mind: «How could I
dislike Chemistry? How could I ever belittle such a profitable subject? Every place I look I see the
effects of chemical research, and many of the necessities and conveniences of our modern world are
due to the study and labor of learned chemists. » The oil field of Kirkuk had dispelled all doubt from
my mind because it had demonstrated for me clearly the practical aspect of Chemistry.
It was a very gay summer that I spent with my family in northern Iraq. As the weeks passed by
I began to realize I was a new person. I had conquered my dislike for Chemistry and was determined
to learn more of its contributions to everyday life. No longer would I be a critic but rather I would
defend it with all my power, even if other students smiled at my change of heart. I could see now that
life without the advantages of Chemistry would be deprived of much of its happiness and pleasure.
Here I am now, a student of Fourth High, taking an advanced and more comprehensive course
in Chemistry, and I study it with enthusiasm. The experiments in the laboratory are a joy for me
and my homework is no longer a tiring burden. All of which reminds me that I must finish this essay
and prepare for an examination tomorrow in my favorite subject, but as you may have guessed, I no
longer live in fear of such examinations.
BASEBALL ON THE MOON
BY
MIKHAIL MARUKIL
The fifteenth and sixteenth centuries have been recorded in history as an era of discovery, for
it was during that period that brave men sailed the unchartered seas to find new lands and open up
new worlds. Very often when an explorer reached a new land he ceremoniously planted his native
flag on the shore and claimed this territory for his King. New empires were founded in this manner
and some, as we know, endured for centuries. Today such conquests are no longer possible because
the entire world is now known, the seas have been chartered, and air travel has made it feasible to
penetrate even the remote outposts of the world.
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Modern scientists, however, have proposed a challenge to this general idea. While they affirm
that the possibilities have been exhausted on this earth, they like to speculate upon the planets of the
heavens, and especially the moon. Men of all ages have dreamed of reaching this planet and the day
seems near when that dream will become a reality. Will some intrepid explorer travel by rocket to the
moon, plant his native flag on its hardened surface, and claim this planet for his nation? Such a proposal,
if uttered a few short years ago, would have provoked ridicule from all sides. Today it is not a question
of whether we can reach the moon, but when that day will arrive. And we suspect the nations of the
world will then rise up and abolish the old law of conquest and demand that the moon be placed under
the mandate of the United Nations. Then the anxieties of our day will be doubled as we endeavor
to administer the complex government of two worlds.
The common opinion today among astronomers is that there is neither water nor air on the moon.
There are no rivers, seas, nor oceans as far as can be ascertained and so the entire surface of the planet
must be covered with land. One who has looked at the moon through a telescope will know that this
surface is not flat but made up of mountains and valleys of varying depths. The force of gravity on the
moon is about one-sixth that of the earth and if man reaches this mysterious place he will see many
strange effects of this low force of gravity.
One such possibility occured to me last October as my class was participating in the Senior Base-
ball League. Suppose this game were being played on the moon, I thought. Well, first of all our athletic
field would not be large enough. Each team would need about a dozen outfielders because a good
batter could hit the ball 1500 feet. In other words, the fielders would be stationed one-quarter of a
mile from home plate.
Base-running would certainly amuse the spectators. A fast runner could take thirty-foot strides
and the distance to first base were would be a matter of only three steps. A man running out a home
run would require twelve steps as he rounded the bases. The pitchers would be forced to rely completely
on a straight ball. Since there is no air on the moon a curved ball would be impossible. Those playing
the infield would enjoy a distinct advantage, as a good shortstop could leap twenty feet in the air and
catch a fly ball. The coaches and players would have to fall back on the sign language since the absence
of air would make conversation impossible. The spectators would cheer their teams to victory, but
there would be no audible sounds, for the shouts would have no medium in which to travel. I believe
a completely new set of rules would be required, not only for baseball, but for any other sport to be
played on such a planet.
But why speculate about a ball game, for perhaps there is no level place on the moon to provide
a satisfactory playing field? The surface of the moon, for the most part, is rocky and mountainous.
Since the essential elements of life, air and water, are lacking, it is certain that no human beings nor
animals are living there. In all probability life in all its forms is extinct on this planet.
When the first man reaches the moon he must carry with him his own oxygen, food and fuel.
There will be no welcoming committee to greet him and merely to remain alive will require all his
ingenuity and effort. Most people would abandon such an uninviting plan as a trip to the moon but
some scientists today do not share that viewpoint. Man has conquered the land, the sea and the air
and his inquisitive mind will not be satisfied until he has explored the mysteries of the celestial bodies
that have hovered over this world since the beginning of time. We believe, however, that the first
pioneer to reach the moon will not carry baseball equipment in his rocket ; he will be more concerned
with the necessary requirements for a return to Mother Earth.
THE HIDDEN TRAGEDY
BY
EMMANUEL TUMINNA
It was the first time I had ever visited a prison and it was indeed a depressing experience. I had
come to visit my buddy of the war days, Robert. We had served together in the army during the war
and had been close friends for nearly two years. When peace had been declared I returned to my old
position as travelling representative for an insurance company. My business eventually brought me
to the home town of Bob and upon my arrival I immediately inquired for my friend. When I learned
he was serving a term in prison, on a charge of murder, I simply could not believe it. He was a man
who detested violence of any description and even the battles of war depressed him more than any
soldier I knew.
The silence of the prison room was suddenly broken by the sound of steps on the distant corridor.
A guard appeared and by his side stood a man clothed in grey, drab prison uniform. He was thin and
slightly stooped, sadness was written on his wan features, and his pallid face and sunken eyes sent a
shiver through my body. Was this man Robert? I had not seen him for four years but if this pitiful
figure before me was my friend, he had indeed aged twenty years.
«Hello, Bob,» I managed to say.
«Hello, Jim,» he replied, extending a limp, lifeless hand. The guard withdrew and left us alone
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in the reception room. We had many things to say but I knew not where to begin. Bob relieved the
situation by speaking first.
<You must be surprised to find me here,» he said, a forced smile breaking out on his saddened face.
«I am,» I answered. «Whatever caused you to commit such a crime? You often spoke to me of
Maria, and always your words were tender and your love for her sincere. Certainly there must be some
terrible mistake in this matter...
»
« There is, » he replied, « more horrible than one can imagine. I have have been convicted and
sentenced to prison for a crime I never committed, and there seems to be no hope that I will ever
be able to prove my innocence to the world.
»
«Bob, I want to hear every word of your story. If you have suffered an injustice I shall leave no
stone unturned until the wrong has been righted, and you are freed from this prison.*)
«I will tell you my story. I shall tell you every word of it. It has been on my mind night and day
for nearly four years, and it will be a consolation to speak to one who really believes me. I first met
Maria about seven years ago while vacationing at the seashore. We met at a party one evening and
at first I considered her as just another acquaintance. We met several times during the next two weeks
and when the time came for me to return to the city and go back to work I realized that for the first
time in my life I was really in love. Several times during the summer I visited her and we used to
walk along the beach together, gaze upon the distant horizon, and dream of the future. Our happiness
was complete and we planned to marry in October.
«Before that happy day could dawn the war situation became more serious and in due time I was
called to the service. There were a few months of training and then came a short leave before our
assignment to go overseas. On meeting Maria I found her naturally saddened by the unhappy turn of
events. We encouraged each other, promised to write often, and parted with tears, victims of a cruel
war that knew no mercy. Our sadness must have been repeated a million times throughout the world
in those days as men and boys left their homes, some never to return. We kissed each other good bye
and prayed that the days of our separation might be shortened.
«We both remained faithful to our promise to write. Twice and sometimes three times a week we
exchanged letters, and not even a terrible war could quench the fire of our love. The days turned into
weeks, the weeks into years. Time has a peculiar way of clouding our thoughts and desires and I found
that the letters began to arrive with less frequency. Suddenly they stopped altogether and I feared
the worst. I continued to write but for nearly a half year my letters went unanswered.
«Then came the long awaited day of our return and as the troopship came within sight of our
native land the heart of every soldier swelled with happiness. We were veterans of two years and soon
we would be reunited with families, relatives and friends. I was indeed happy that day but my joy
was mixed with apprehension. I had to brace myself for any eventuality but I had resolved to search
for Maria and learn the truth, no matter how much it hurt.
«As soon as the boat landed I made inquiries and found that she had moved to the city, where
she had been doing Red Cross work for more than a year. At the headquarters in the city I learned
that she had been injured in an air raid and had spent some time in a hospital. After her recovery she
was assigned to another city. I obtained the address, took the night train and arrived the following
morning. With a heavy and anxious heart I proceeded to her apartment.
«My hand knocked on the door mechanically. Standing there in the shadows of a long corridor
I felt more tense than I had in battle. Soon footsteps could be heard approaching the door. The knob
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turned. My heart pounded within me.
«Maria!»
«Bob!»
«We were in each other's arms. She had changed little in appearance but she had been through
much suffering and sorrow. Quickly she told me of her near escape from death, her stay in the hospital
and her new job. My letters had stopped, she told me, and she had finally given up writing. But what
did all this matter? We were together again.
«We decided to marry while I was on leave, for no longer could we wait until the war ended.
We rushed through all the ceremonies and went north for a few days before my return to active service,
and there a hidden tragedy awaited us to mar forever the happiness we had anticipated.*
Bob paused and his words began to come more slowly. It was obvious that this narration was
opening old sores and I contemplated asking him to let the remainder go until another time. On second
thought it seemed to me that it would do him good to get it off his chest. He had intimated as much
to me before he began his story. With moistened eyes and a tremor in his voice, he continued.
«Both of us enjoyed hunting so one afternoon we borrowed a couple of guns and went into the
wooded hills in search of game. Late in the afternoon as we were returning Maria was walking about
one hundred feet in front of me. Suddenly she shouted that she had seen a rabbit. I could not see her
as she was hidden behind a tree and it was almost dusk. And then it happened. A white rabbit jumped
quickly and raced through an opening in the brush. Excitedly I pulled the trigger but at that moment,
unknown to me, Maria had moved. There was a scream and I saw her crumple to the earth. Mad
with rage I rushed to her side. She was gasping. As I held her in my arms a faint smile came over
her face. I pleaded with her to speak to me and her dying words still haunt my memory : 'We shall
... meet.... in... heaven.'
«Despair gripped my heart. My first impulse was to kill myself. In my confused mind I thought
I could hear voices. Before I knew what had happened two men appeared on the scene. They too had
been hunting, heard the shot, and came to see if we had killed an animal. Together we carried the
lifeless body of Maria to their auto and reported the accident to the police.
«I thought no greater sorrow could enter my life but when the police doubted my story my cup
of sorrow was full. A trial was arranged but I had given up all hope and my version of the accident
apparently was not convincing. The jury found me guilty and I was sentenced to life imprisonment.*
My heart was heavy as I listened to this sorrowful tale. I tried to speak and console my friend
but he just sat in the chair and stared into space. I told him I believed him and I promised to write
and visit him often, but more than that, I would begin proceedings immediately to prove his innocence.
«Time is up.» The words of the guard seemed heartless and cold.
I bade Bob good bye and watched him disappear behind the heavy iron door. Another guard
tapped me on the shoulder and offered to escort me out of the prison. Like a man in a dream I walked
by his side and passed through the open door into the bright, sunny day. If ever I realized the value
of the priceless gift of liberty it was that day as I closed the prison door behind me.
One thought occupied my mind, one desire filled my heart and I would not rest until this desire
had been attained. Right must always triumph in this world, no matter how long the delay, and with
confidence and courage I determined to free Bob from his unjust sentence. I could not win back for
him the happiness he had lost, but I could and would strive to win back his honor and return him
to his rightful place in society. This was my one ambition, my one mission in life, and I would not fail.
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SECONDARY BASKETBALL
Successful basketball seasons are not a rarity
with Father Sullivan's teams, and this quintet
certainly ranked with the best we have had. Most
of last year's fine Intermediate Team had passed
into Fourth Year and so there was a strong founda-
tion on which to build. In the Government Tour-
nament we were classed in Division B due to our
previous year's record, so we felt confident from
the beginning that we had an excellent chance to
take the Cup in that division, — and we did. In
this tournament our first game was with Tuffayadh
School and we gained an easy victory, 41-10. Our
second game was with the Commercial School and
we chalked up another win, 65-16. This victory
brought us to the semi-finals with Adhamiya and
in this contest we again came out on top with a score
of 37-22. In the finals we again met TurTayadh.
Our boys got off to a slow start in this game and at
the half we were leading only by a narrow margin.
But the suspense was broken in the second half
as our lads poured in one basket after another, and
ended up with a 43-20 victory. Our prize was the
Cup for Division B and we showed it to all Baghdad
as we paraded through the streets, cheering and
singing all the way to Karrada.
The high quality of our teamwork was also
apparent in our friendly matches with other teams.
Here we met strong opposition but our record in
these games is a good indication of the athletic
ability of our boys. The al-Amir Club (with many
of our graduates on the roster) gave us a run for
our money. They defeated us 46-25, fielding a
superior team and one fortified by strong substi-
tutes. We had two thrilling games with the al-Hawat
Club and in the first of these we were on the short
end of a 33-32 score. We made a comeback in the
second meeting and earned a welcome triumph by
the score of 37-32. Another team which provided
a very exciting afternoon for us was the al-Ittihad
Club. They presented an excellent group of young
men and played a very good brand of basketball.
This was our first overtime game of the season
and we lost the decision 42-32. In our last game we
showed the King's Guard that youth and speed can
match experience, and against this team which has
oftened appeared on our schedules, our hoopsters
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scored 41 points to their 39 in what turned out to be
a glorious finale of the season. Our record stands
at 9 victories and 4 defeats, and this with a team
comprised almost entirely of boys playing in Se-
condary competition for the first time. This is a
very good record and gives us high hopes for next
year.
The squad showed a fine spirit and worked
together as a unit. It was not merely a group of
players with one or two individual stars. All the
players were about equal in ability and their success-
ful season was due mostly to their teamwork. We
now have to salute the passing of George Aziz who
has been a steady player for the Secondary for the
past two years and who was at all times a tower of
strength. We were fortunate in having two depend-
able defense men, Samir Ziyya and Badri Nalu,
both of whom are intelligent players, quick in their
reactions and capable of slipping in now and then
for a surprise basket. George Malak added a lot of
drive to our offense and, with increasing accuracy
in his shooting, became a reliable player. Kamal
Tereza played center with his usual good form and
dexterity. Fuad al-Wattar has shown improvement
each year on the court and this season found him
in top form. Faisal Rahmatallah helped us out of
many a difficult situation with his expert shooting
and passing. We are glad to report that Sarkis
Gharibian's team play was a prime factor in our
games and his individual work as a sharp shooter
made him a regular starter on the team. Murad
Kazanj ian, whose name appears frequently in
athletic stories, was not the least of our basket-
bailers. His hard work at defense kept down the
score of many of our opponents. Such an aggre-
gation would bring joy to any coach, and explains
the smile of Father Sullivan as he put his athletes
through their paces.
In the Intramural Basketball League this year
we played a round robin tournament with one team
from each section, except in the case of Fifth High,
whose two sections combined to make up one team.
Only two Varsity players were allowed to play on
any of the class teams. This rule proved difficult
for 4A, which had a wealth of material, but it did
even off the League and made the contests more
close. The playoff found 3A and 4B, both under-
feated, fighting for the Cup. The latter team, running
behind during the entire game, made a last-minute
surge, and with five seconds left to play George
Malak dropped the winning basket to give the Cup
and school championship to 4B.
INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL
Pre-season prospects for this year's squad
showed that the team would be composed mostly
of new, inexperienced and as yet untried players.
Last year's team, which had reached the quarter-
finals in the Government Tournament, had moved
almost as a unit to the Secondary. The only «hold-
overs» were Taimur al-Amin, Ara Sahakian and
Hufdhi al-Urfali; they were a much needed nucleus
around which to build a team capable of carrying
on the short, but already great tradition of good
basketball set by Baghdad College teams in the past.
Early in October Father Frederick Kelly issued
a call for candidates and the season was officially
opened. Daily practice on the old brick court
gradually formed and moulded the players into a
team capable of giving a good account of itself in
its first practice, which was played at home against
a strong Jaffariya team. The final whistle of this
hard-fought contest found us on the short end of
a 38-36 score. Taimur's fine shooting and playing
helped to make the game closer than the team-
playing warranted. Our inexperience, especially on
the defense, was quite evident throughout the entire
game and we considered ourselves fortunate in
keeping the score down.
A week later another practice game here at the
College, this time against the versatile Tuffayadh
team, showed some improvment. Yet we needed
two quick baskets in the last half-minute, one with
only two seconds to go, in order to pull out a 34-34
tip game. Hufdhi on defense was outstanding, using
his weight and size to good advantage in clearing
the defensive backboard. On the offense, Ara and
Khalid Arab assumed most of the scoring burden
by netting 26 points between them.
Our first game in the Government Tournament,
played three days later at Mansur Court against
the Adhamiya School, resulted in a 32-9 victory
for the Maroon and Gold. After a practically score-
less first half, Ara and Khalid began to find the range
and each wound up with 10 points. Sabah Azzu
and Hufdhi, besides playing a fine defensive game,
garnered 8 points between them. The second team
gained some valuable experience during the third
quarter, but failed to score any baskets.
Next came a practice game at home with
Markaziya, last year's semi-finalist, which we won
by the comfortable margin of 8 points: 28-20.
Taimur with 11 points, Ara with 7, and Khalid
and Karnik Sadurian with 4 each, accounted for
most of the points. The second string forward line
of Vraj Kutunian, Michael Abdulahad and Karnik,
played well. Although they scored only 4 points,
they held the first team of Markaziya scoreless.
The Police Intermediate team visited us at
Baghdad College for the next tournament game.
Our team started off quickly from the opening tap
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to rack up a few quick baskets, and we held an
impressive lead until the final whistle, winning 27-2.
We had won our second tournament game. Taimur
with 9 points and Khalid with 6 were the leading
scorers this time.
Jaffariya was our next tournament opponent.
This game was played at the Markaziya Secondary
Court and we were facing the strongest team on
our schedule. Taimur's sharp-shooting kept us in
the game during the first half, but the half-time lead
of 6 points for Jaffariya was finally lengthened to
22 points when a late-game surge by Jaffariya
yielded 6 fast baskets for a final score of 51-29
in favor of our opponent. Taimur again was high
man for us with 16 points, more than half our total.
On defense, Hufdhi was a tower of strength and
constantly cleared our backboard against the taller
and more experienced Jaffariya forward line. Ray-
mond Ishaq also carried his share of the burden by
covering the leading scorer of the opposition so
well during the last quarter that the latter failed to
drop a basket. Speed, strength, height and experience
were all in Jaffariya's favor. We lost to a better
team and this was our first defeat in the double
elimination Government Tournament.
We journeyed next to Tuffayadh for a practice
game. Our first team played well enough for the
first half, which ended with the score in our favor,
16-11. The second team had a hard time during
the next quarter and yielded 16 points while netting
only 2. The game was called at the end of the third
quarter with Baghdad College on the short end of
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a 27-18 count. Taimur again led the scoring parade
with 8 points.
In our final tournament game we came up
against Markaziya, whom we had previously defeated
in a practice game on our own court. Our quintet
started well enough although it took a few minutes
for the pre-game nervousness to wear off. Taimur
and Ara eventually dropped in 2 baskets each and
Khalid a foul shot to give us a 9-0 first quarter
lead. In the second quarter the Markaziya team
began to find itself and whittled our lead to 14-10
at half-time. During the second half the Markaziya
aggressiveness and clever ball-handling finally gave
them the lead and the game ended in their favor,
27-23. Taimur and Ara on the offense with 8 points
each and Karnik on the defense were the bright
spots for B. C. This second loss in the Government
Tournament eliminated us from further competition.
Since the Christmas holidays were at hand, it
was decided to ring down the curtain on another
season. It was not a spectacular season as far as
actual victories are concerned, but we think it was
more than successful and worthwhile in the experi-
ence we gained from competition and daily practice.
Father Sullivan should more than welcome Taimur^
Ara, Hufdhi, Karnik, Michael and Adnan Shaltagh,
who will certainly strengthen his championship team
of this year. Father Kelly, on the other hand, will be
glad to see Khalid, Vraj, Sabah, Raymond and Berj
Huwakimian on next year's Intermediate Team, and
he is confident of success in the tournament games
that will be scheduled for 195 1.
FOOTBALL
We really amazed ourselves this year. When
Father Hussey called for boys to try out for the Inter-
mediate Football team he found that most of the
candidates were without previous experience in
Government Tournaments. So we began with daily
drills, kicking and passing down one half of our
field. Our first game in the tournament ended in a
defeat at the hands of Adhamiya to the tune of 3-0.
However, we kept on practicing and invited Mar-
kaziya School for a practice game on our field.
This game ended in victory and was the turning
point in the season for us. We then defeated Kad-
hamiya in the Government Tournament by a score
of 5-0. Our next opponent was the fast Police Team
and we were fortunate to win this game in an over-
time period. Sharqiya found us too strong and
another victory was chalked up for Baghdad College.
In between these tournament games we found
time to defeat a Secondary Team, the Military
Technical School, and we tied a group of boys who
brought a very sporting team from Habbaniyah.
This marked the end of our winning streak, for
when we came up against the Adhamiya School
again they handed us the second defeat of the season.
This eliminated us from further competition with
other schools. Valuable experience was gained by
all the team and it will be advantageous to us when
these same boys don the uniform of the Secondary
Team next year.
Special mention is due to Mr. Khairi al-
Umari, our Arabic teacher in Second High,
who again and again came around to direct
our practice and referee our friendly matches.
As for the players, we had one of the best
goalies in Baghdad, Ara Sahakian. Krikor Bara-
ghimian and Nititkhan Azarian were our very
dependable fullbacks. We cannot give Taimur al-
Amin too much praise for his excellent work at center
half. He contributed much to our victories during
the season. Two of the hardest working men on
the team were Surin Birsimian and Waskin Mukh-
tarian. They were strong on the defence and quick
on the offence. Popkin Seropian and Khalid Tereza
played out at the wings with plenty of spirit against
opponents who were often much taller and more
experienced. This did not, however, prevent either
Khalid or Popkin frcm scoring goals. Johnson
Paulus and Kaizak Hagopian were our fast forwards
and their speed and cleverness was an inspiration
to the rest of the squad. Last but not least we had
Berj Khadawirdi in the center of the front line.
Berj was the spearhead of our attack and the high
scorer of the team. As Father Hussey sends these
seasoned veterans to the Secondary Team next
year his hopes are high that new men will be available
to fill their places from the ranks of First and Second
Year,
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BOXING
Those who were on hand for the first boxing
bouts were pleased to see that Father Larkin had
obtained a large canvas to cover the base of the
ring. This made a nice soft place on which to fall,
especially after running into a strong left. Sixty-
eight boys took part in the tournament and Father
Larkin separated us into twelve divisions in order
to give every boy a fair chance. Due to the fact
that many of us are inexperienced in this sport it
took a lot of courage to step into the ring before
the whole school, especially when the opponent was
slightly heavier or more skilled in handling the
gloves.
Emmanuel Tuminna took the heavyweight
medal in a rough-and-tumble fight with Hufdhi
al-Urfali. One of the closest bouts in the finals took
place between two good friends, Ara Sahakian and
Sarkis Gharibian, in which the latter won by a
narrow margin. Murad Kazanjian proved too
experienced for Sitrak Kuyumjian in the middle-
weight division. A contest that thrilled everyone
from start to finish was that between Ghalib Banni
and Waskin Mukhtarian, in which Ghalib won the
senior welterweight medal by a very close decision.
In winning the welterweight medal Hikmat Simaan
Jazrawi was rushed right up the bell by his hard-
hitting opponent, Hanna Butros.
Ashur William revealed a hidden talent that
surprised most of us when he fought his way through
the lightweight division to meet and conquer Usam
Hanna in the finals. Sami Naami's strength served
him well in his fight with Ghazi Tawfiq for the
featherweight medal and he managed to win despite
Ghazi's excellent boxing. Bantamweight finalists
were Ramzi Sequeira and Henry Adam and Ramzi
made a good showing against a more experienced
boxer who excels in his class in the Baghdad schools.
Henry added this medal to his fast-growing collection.
Husain Mursi also proved the value of his training
as he won from Saddiq Namu, who put up a stub-
born fight in the flyweight division. Shawkat
Jazrawi made it two medals for his family as he won
the fleaweight championship from Richard Nabham.
In the mosquito division Adil Randquist, also of a
boxing family, won from Adnan Jihad and in the
gnatweight finals Anwer Wudji gained the decision
over Zuhair Rabban.
We are all grateful to Father Larkin, who
directed the bouts, and to Fathers Mahan, MacNeil
and Curran, who acted as judges on different after-
noons. To all the pugilists we offer our congratula-
tions. They were the envy of the large crowds
who gathered each day to watch these exhibitions
in the manly art of self-defense.

VOLLEYBALL
The athletic program at Baghdad College is so
crowded that it is difficult at times to make arrange-
ments for the various games in the limited time at
our disposal. Yet we are always happy to co-operate
with the Government Program of sports and compete
with the other schools of Baghdad. That is why we
entered the Volleyball Tournament, even though
our intensive intramural program and our daily
after-school practice sessions in basketball left us
little time to prepare for the volleyball competition.
We were classified in Division B, and though we
fought hard against the Commercial School and
Tufayyadh School we were quickly eliminated from
the tournament.
Those who played on the varsity this year
upheld the highest traditions of the Maroon and
Gold. Jack Dirdirian's agility amazed everyone who
saw him reach for the high ones and send them
across the net. Adib Kirdar was one of the stal-
warts of the team and we shall miss his teamwork
next year. Loris Tchobanian contributed much to
the coolness of the team, and a steady group of
players is essential in a game like this where a little
nervousness can easily blow a game. The quick
reactions of Badri Nalu saved us on many occasions
and we will be happy to have him on the squad next
year. George Malak played a fine all-around game
and in the contest with Tufayyadh School he drew
continued applause from the spectators. Fuad al-
Wattar set up many a point and showed that fine
spirit he has so often displayed on the basketball
court. Kamal Tereza was a regular member of the
team and worked steadily as he does in all other
sports. For strength and endurance we relied on
Murad Kazanjian and Sarkis Gharibian. Now if
Father Hussey can find a few tall men coming up
from Third High to fill the place of Adib, Jack and
Loris, we shall find ourselves in the winning column
when the tournament rolls around next year.
BASEBALL
As the 1950 Baseball Season opened at Baghdad
College there were many questions in the air.
Would the stars of the 1949 season be as good this
year? Could John Minas still throw the fastest ball
in the school? Would Farid Faraj be able to spark
Fifth High into a championship team? Were
Murad Kazanjian, Sarkis Gharibian, Faisal Rah-
matallah and Shawqi Mushaka still the good ball
players they were in 1949? Three days after the
school doors opened we began to get the answers
to these and other questions.
The Senior League was made up of nine teams
from Third, Fourth and Fifth Years. Each team
boasted veteran players and it was anybody's guess
as to the winner of the Cup. Because the classes
in Baghdad College are increasing each year we
had to devise some form of elimination in order
that the games might not extend indefinitely. Father
Dunn made it a rule that two defeats would put a
team out of the tournament, a fact which made the
rivalry all the greater. 3B proved to be the sleeping
giant of the League. They dropped their first contest
and the boys began to shake their heads knowingly.
Then the steady pitching of Raymond Vincent and
the fielding and hitting of Ara Sahakian, Yusuf
Makhai and Fuad Uthman began to produce results.
Four straight victories followed that initial defeat
and this spirited team went on to meet 4A in the
finals.
The fourth High teams, with a superb athletic
background, were the teams to watch. 4A defeated
4B and then eliminated 4C to prove conclusively
its superiority. With Khajak Marashlian on the
mound, an airtight infield, and heavy hitters such
as Murad Kazanjian, Sarkis Gharibian, Kamal
Tereza and Khalid Hindu, this all-star outfit went
through the season undefeated.
4A and 3B met for the playoff on a Thursday
morning before one of the largest crowds ever to
witness a game at Baghdad College. The shouting
and cheering, which could be heard all over Sulaikh,
only increased the high tension as the game progress-
ed. With Father Sheehan calling the balls and
strikes the game opened with 4A taking a comfort-
able lead, which was held up to the last inning.
Albert Dadishu led off in the final frame with a single,
Yusuf Kurial walked, Yusuf Makhai hit to center,
and as the players rounded the bases the hopes of
Father Mulvehill rose. It looked as though 3B was
getting ready to stage an upset. But Father Sullivan
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was at the third base coaching position, shouting
encouragement to his 4A charges. His strategy
worked and the jittery 4A team settled down and
tightened their defense. Finally, after this spectacular
start, 3B was retired, and as the last man was called
out a great cheer rose from the sidelines in apprecia-
tion of the best game of the year. The following
day Father Connell awarded the Cup to the gallant
4A team, symbolic of the school championship of
1950.
Then followed the Second Year League, made
up of five teams. Father Mahan's 2C team, traditional
winners of this League, were our for another victory,
but the powerful aggregation of 2B swept the series
with ease. Spurred on by their ace pitcher, Varkis
Zadurian, and sporting such luminaries as Sami
al-Badir, Yusuf Shina, Habib Salim, Leon Ko-
tayentz, Munir Fernandez and Sarush Wahbi, this
outfit of Father Morgan was unbeatable and won
the Cup in five straight victories.
Watching on the sidelines as these games were
being played were the boys of First High. Baseball
was new to them but they were eager to study
the game and be ready for the First High League.
Coached by their home room teachers these young
athletes practiced nearly every afternoon and slowly
but surely developed into real first-class teams.
Once the League got under way it became clear
that the iE team of Father O'Kane and the iD
nine of Father McCarthy had the power and «know
how» over their opponents. In the playoff game
Sami Abid, Dikran Takatlian and Shawkat Jazrawi
played like veterans and with their team mates
proved too much for iD. The winners of the First
High League for 1950: iE.
The Baghdad College all-stars, made up of the
best players in the school, now resolved to win
the game of the year, played annually between the
Fathers and the Students. If cheering could win
a game the Fathers would never have had a chance.
Five hundred and fifty boys were on hand to see
their team win this contest, but experience once
again proved to be the telling factor. In the first
inning the big bats of Fathers Quinn, Larkin, Dunn,
Powers and McDonough rolled up a good lead.
Raymond Vincent, Faisal Rahmatallah, Khalid
Hindu, Ara Sahakian and many others hit long
balls, only to have them pulled down by Fathers
Curran, Cronin and Sullivan. The steady pitching
of Father Gerry was all that was needed to turn the
tables. Khajak Marashlian and John Minas pitched
well for the Students, but the final score of 16 to
11 in favor of the Fathers tells the story. Un-
daunted by their defeat the Students' team, made
up chiefly of Third and Fourth Year players,
promised to win next year. Baseball, after one of
its most successful seasons at Baghdad College, now
stepped aside to make room for the other sports.
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TRACK
The Track season got under way at Baghdad
College least February, when Father Hussey and
Father Frederick Kelly called the squad together for
the initial practice. It was an open secret that we had
some excellent material this year and the coaches and
tracksters were determined to make the most of it.
Under the watchful eyes of their mentors the athletes
practiced diligently and it was a common experience
to see the enthusiasts running around the field during
the noon recreations and in the late afternoon.
On March 7, with everyone in top form, the
annual meet was held on our own athletic field. The
spectators were in for a few surprises, for the meet
revealed some hidden talent, but of course many of
the boys ran true to form, as they had in previous
years. Kamal Tereza copped the opening event,
running the 100 meter hurdles in 17 seconds. Waskin
Mukhtarian and Jamil Elias captured first place in
the hurdles of Class B and Class C, respectively. In
the 400 meters Taimur al-Amin scored an easy win
in Class A, while Shawqi Mushaka showed his heels
to the Class B contestants.
The most versatile man in the broad jump was
Raymond Vincent of Class B. His mark of 5 meters.
80 AL
56 cms. surpassed all others who took part in the
event. Khalid Arab of Class B proved himself the best
in the high jump, clearing 1 meter, 60 cms. to nose
out his nearest rival, Kamal Tereza. Four 100 meters
dashes provided plenty of thrills for the crowd.
Samir Ziyya of Class A covered the distance in 12
seconds to win top honors. In the Ciass B race
Raymond Vincent and Wasim Hikari finished in a
dead heat, with Stamatis Peter hot on their heels.
In the 200 meters Kamal Tereza once again led
the way, being clocked in 24.8 seconds. Wasim Hikari
and Raymond Ishaq were Class B and Class C
winners in this event. The 50 meters dash, open only
to Class D, was won by Ohannes Ghazarus, who ran
the distance in 7 seconds. Berj Huwakimian added
10 points to the Second Year total by winning the
hop-skip-jump at 11 meters, 69 cms.
Fifth Year nearly made a clean sweep of the
open events. Emmanuel Tuminna won undisputed
honors in the shot put and discus, while Farid Faraj
led the pack in the 800 meters. In the other open
events Sarkis Gharibian won the laurels in the pole
vault and Sami Naami took first honors in the 1 500
meters. The day had a fitting climax, at least for
Third Year. Trailing the sturdy athletes of Fourth
Year by 7 points, with the javelin throw the only
event left on the card, the men of Third Year placed
their hopes on Majid Azzu, and not without good
reason. Majid threw the javelin a distance of 34
IRAQI
meters, 17 cms. to win the event, add 10 points to
his class score, and annex the Baghdad College
champioship cup for Third Year. There remained
only the relay events which, amid thunderous
applause, were won by 4A, 2B and ID. The points
garnered by each class are as follows :
Third Year U8 1 /.,
Fourth Year H5'Aj
Fifth Year 64
Second Year 63
First Year 33
After the last relay had been run the entire
school assembled for the awarding of cups and medals
by FatherMadaras. Once again Kamal Tereza turned
up as high scorer of the day, with a rotal of 30 points.
Consolation medals were awarded to Badi Bodia and
Khalid Tereza of Class A, Stamatis Peter of Class B,
Ramzi Atchu of Class C and Ziyya Yoab of Class D.
Thus ended one of the best track meets ever held at
Baghdad College. While the cameras clicked on all
sides we sang the school song, and as the buses
carried us back to the city our thoughts naturally
centered on the Intermediate and Secondary Govern-
ment Track Meets. An air of confidence pervaded
the atmosphere as we looked ahead to these great
events and we felt sure that new trophies were to be
added to our ever-increasing collection of cups and
medals won by the track men of Baghdad College.

Pulling the Encyclopaedia Britannica
through the eye of a needle
"fc /TICRO-PHOTOGRaphy has recently made a
big step forward, thanks to the develop-
ment and perfection of a grainless sensitive
layer which enables infinitesimaily small
reproductions to be made. Thus, a single
page of the Encyclopaedia Britannica can
be reproduced in an area of one square
millimetre. And the whole of the twenty-
four volumes can now be recorded on a sheet
the size of one of its pages. Who can doubt
that this development in micro-photography
will one day mean a great deal to industry?
The advantages of filing records in spaces
of such small area are obvious.
This amazing innovation provides but a
glimpse of the technological strides Philips
are making, just one more example of the
experiment and experience Philips Research
dedicates daily to the" advancement of
Industry— and, through this, of Mankind.
The black dot above is one
square millimetre in size.
Because the new sensitive
layer is grainless,fine detail
can be recorded and a page
of the Encyclopedia Britan-
nica could be reproduced on
this little square shown here.
PHILIPS^3*****
SHAPES THE WORLD OF TOMORROW
ELECTRONICS
. LAMPS • RADIO RECEIVERS • RADIO VALVES • MEASURINC APPARATUS • X-RAY APPARATUS
H.F. GENERATORS
. TRANSMITTERS • WELDING MACHINES • FLUORESCENT LAMPS . AMPLIFIERS • CINEMA EQUIPMENT
PHILIPS RADIO SHOWROOM - Tel. 7355
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SPECIALIST
At IRAQI
.11 products developed in
the »&o#e*« laboratories after
extensive clinical trials are con-
sidered as outstanding scien-
tific achievements. Su the hands
of the medical profession they
have proved to he successful
remedies.
^ J Leverkusen
Germany
Sole Agents for Iraq & the Persian Gulf
:
SAMHIRY BROTHERS CO. LTD.
BAGHDAD — TEL : 6491
AL IRAQI
Be Certain of Quality
Buy Your Food at
SPINNEY'S
SPINNEYS (IRAQ) 1948 LTD.
(Incorporated in Cyprus)
Tel. : Office — 6829
Store — 7278
STEPHEN LYNCH * CO. LTD.
BAGHDAD
General Merchants
Lloyd's Agents
Engineers
Steamship Agents
THE TIGRIS PALACE HOTEL
BACHDAD
Baghdad's leading and best appointed hotel. One of the outstanding hotels in the Middle East.
Comprising 50 well-ventilated and comfortable bedrooms ; each with a private bathroom.
Luxurious Lounge — Spacious Dining Room — Superlative Bar — Big Verandah on the Tigris
River — Elevator to all floors.
The most luxuriously furnished and modernly equipped Hotel in the Country.
The Sanitary System is the best devised in Baghdad. Everything is scrupulously clean.
The Cuisine is unique in Iraq, with a choice of European and Eastern dishes. « A Master Chef. »
The highest standard of hotel service.
The acme of hotel comfort.
Proprietor and Manager : YOUSIF TOMINNA
AL IRAQI
MAS. 231
A|9 valve, 12 waveband « double superhed » for A. C. Mains.
performance
WORLD EXPLORERS
Milliard
Sole Distributor :
ROUBEN HAIM HAWA
421/1 Rashid Street Baghdad, Iraq
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Finest Iraqi Date Products
MANUFACTURED BY PiONEERS IN THE IRAQI DATE INDUSTRY
ORIGINATORS OF THE FAMOUS
«ASFARS DATE CUBES))
AND OWNERS OF THE WORLD KNOWN
(BLACK SWAN BRAND
»
SOME OF OUR NUMEROUS PRODUCTS INCLUDE :
A WALNUT AND ALMOND DATE CUBES
WALNUT AND GINGER DATE CAKES
S WALNUT AND ALMOND DATE PUDDING
F CHOCOLATE DATES
A CARAMEL DATES
DATE SYRUP
R SPICED DATES IN SYRUP
DATE CHUTNEY
J DATE CANDIES
(M)
ASFAR
AL IRAQI
Levant Express Transport s. a.
INTERNATIONAL FORWARDERS AND SHIPPERS
Transporters, Freight Contractors, Customs Brokers
Surveyors for Central Committee of the French Marine Insurance Companies
Approved Agents of I. A. T. A.
General Agents for :
Trans-European and Eastern Transport Ltd., I 12-1 14, Cannon Street, London E. C. 4
F. B. Vandegrift & Co. Inc., 59 Pearl Street, New York
Head Office : Beirut
Branch Offices : Syria : Damascus — Aleppo
Iraq : Baghdad — Basrah — Mosul — Kirkuk — Khanakin
Lebanon : Tripoli
Transjordan : Amman
Associate Firm : S. A. Levant Express Transport (Iran)
Head Office : Teheran
Branch Offices : Khorramshahr — Kermanshah — Hamadan — Khosrovi — Tabriz
Owners of Saloon Cars running between Baghdad and Teheran and vice-versa
Regular Freight Service : Baghdad and Syria and Lebanon . . . and vice-versa
Baghdad and Transjordan . . . and vice-versa
Baghdad and Iran
.
.
. and vice-versa
THROUGH BILLS OF LADING ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
N. J. LASSOW & SONS COMPANY LIMITED
GENERAL MERCHANTS
(EST : 1919)
48-177 Ras Ai Karya, Baghdad 24-3-2 Khedery Street, Basrah
Telegrams & Cables :
. . .
Telegrams & Cables :
NOURLASSOW — BAGHDAD
-r . ~«. r.-,-, LASSOW — BASRAH
Tel. : Office 5437
Residence : 9492 Tel. : 02-221
DIRECTORS : THE IRAQ. TRADING and GRAIN MILLING Co., Ltd.
PROPRIETORS : ICE FACTORY, Basrah, Tel. : 05-274
IMPORTERS : Tea in cases, Tins and Packets, Sugar, Coffee, Soap, Cement, Ghee, Timber,
Teak, Hardwood, Steel Joists, Mild Steel Bars, Avery Scales, Nails, Builders'
Hardware, etc. : Paints, Enamels, Bitumen, etc. : Ammonia, Manufactured
goods of every description.
EXPORTERS : Dates, Grain, Cereals, etc. :
BANKERS : THE OTTOMAN BANK, BASRAH and BAGHDAD
THE EASTERN BANK, LTD., BASRAH and BAGHDAD
THE BRITISH BANK OF IRAN & THE MIDDLE EAST, BASRAH & BAGHDAD
THE RAFIDAIN BANK, BASRAH and BAGHDAD
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F. A. KETTANEH & CO. LTD.,
BAGHDAD
J^gents for •.
Chrysler, Dodge & Plymouth Cars
Fargo & Dodge Trucks
International General Electric Co.
GEMPCO Medical & Surgical Apparatus
Champion Spark Plugs
Willard Batteries
Michelin Tyres & Tubes
Du Pont Paints & Chemicals
Winthrop Pharmaceutical Products
Silten Pharmaceutical Products
Schering Pharmaceutical Products
Remington Sporting Firearms & Ammunition
S. S. White Dental Equipment & Products
Sankey Sheldon Steel Furniture & Partitions
Contact
VIDOR RADIOS
You can always depend on VIDOR
BRISCOTT SALES CO., LTD. 23 Fleet St. London, E. C. 4
or phone — Baghdad : 3309
AL IRAQI
SINGER SEWING MACHINE COMPANY
AN ORGANIZATION OF WORLD-WIDE FAME
MARKS
ITS HUNDREDTH YEAR OF INTERNATIONAL TRIUMPH IN 195 1
WE ARE HERE TO SERVE YOU AND MEET ALL YOUR REQUIREMENTS IN
OUR MULTIPLE AND WELL-STOCKED STORES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
LEARN EMBROIDERY ALWAYS ON A SINGER MACHINE BY SINGER INSTRUCTIONS
WITH ALL THE PARAPHERNALIA OF THE SEWING CRAFT UNDER EXPERT
TUTORIAL SUPERVISION.
IT DOESN'T COST YOU MORE TO HAVE YOUR MACHINE
DELIVERED AT HOME.
OUR CANVASSING CAR IS AT YOUR SERVICE
BRANCHES : Karada, Ghazi Street, Karkh, and Kadhemain.
Leading Shops at Ras al-Qariyah, Midan and Battawin.
Main Office : Rashid Street, Tel. 3210
AL IRAQI
Never before has
such value been
offered for so little!
HILLMAN MINX
// THE AUTOWORKS LTD.
AL-RASHID STREET - BAGHDAD - IRAQ
TEL. : 4394
//
AL IRAQI
One Address
For all your requirements
ETABLISSEMENTS
OROSDI-BACK
BAGHDAD
Tel. : 5037
CENTRAL IRAQ TRADING CO., LTD.
CENTRAL IRAQ BUILDING - RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
IMPORTERS, EXPORTERS, COMMISSION AGENTS, GENERAL MERCHANTS & CONTRACTORS
Telephone No. 4719 Cable Address «CENTACO»
REPRESENTING
INTERNATIONAL B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY.— For Hood Brand Tires, Tubes & Batteries
LINK-BELT SPEEDER CORPORATION. — For Excavating Machinery
La PLANT CHOATE MANUFACTURING COMPANY INC. — For Earthmoving Machinery
MONTECATINI (SOCIETA GENERALE PER L'INDUSTRIA MINERARIA E CHIMICA). For Raw &
Worked Marbles, Stones & Travertines
PALMER MANUFACTURING CORPORATION. — For Evaporative Air Coolers
SPECIALITIES
IMPORTS Telecommunication Equipments and Radios
Steel Products in General
Industrial Machinery
Agricultural Machinery
Motor Vehicles, Engines & Pumps
Building Materials
Woollen, Cotton & Rayon Piece Goods
Kerosene Heaters & Cooking Stoves
Tea & Sugar
Cigarette Paper, Printing Paper, Writing Paper, Kraft Paper & Cardboard
Sand Bags & Grain Bags
Glassware & Porcelain Ware
EXPORTS Cereals, Cotton, Dates, Cotton Seeds, etc.
AL IRAQI
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (EXPORT) LTD.
(Incorporated in England)
A SUBSIDIARY COMPANY OF IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
IRAQ BRANCH - BAGHDAD
Dyes, Pigments and Indigo
Fertilizers
Acids and Alkalies
Refrigerants
Pharmaceutical and Medical Products
Paints, Enamels and Varnishes
Water Treatment Chemicals
Insecticides and Veterinary Products
Plant Protection Products
Explosives of all descriptions
Sporting gun Cartridges and Ammunition
Leathercloth, Oils
Fine and Heavy Chemicals
Copper, Brass and Aluminium Alloys
Plastrics including « Perspex »
Lime Solvent Soap, Detergents
Marine Insurance
P. O. Box 44 No. 278A/I Rashid Street Tel. No 3748
Baghdad

At IRAQI
ft
AIR FRANCE
Agent in Iraq :
The Levant Import and
Commercial Co., Ltd.
(LICCO TRANSPORT)
Semiramis Building
Tel. 5741
ANDREW WEIR
(IRAQ )
LIMITED
ENGINEERS
a nd
GENERAL IMPORTERS
and
EXPORTERS
H. S. ABED & CO., LTD
RASHID STREET, TEL. No. 7845
Sole Distributors in Iraq for :
PONTIAC CARS
VAUXHALL CARS & BEDFORD TRUCKS
A. C. PLUGS
DE LCO BATTERI ES
PENNZOIL LUBRICANTS
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS COMPANIES PAINTS
D U N LOP'S
Tyres & Tubes of all kinds
General Rubber Goods
Footwear
Dunloppillo Cushions, Mattresses, etc...
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AL IR\AQI
To the Class of 1951
Compliments of
Dr. A. ARIS
Dentist of His Majesty the
King and His Royal Highness
the Regent.
SURGEON DENTIST
for
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
Rashid Street — Said Sultan AM
BAGHDAD
Tel. : Residence 7829 — Clinic 6894
W. J. COKER & CO., LTD.
Sole Distributors for :
STANDARD Vanguard Motor Cars
TANGYE Horizontal Diesel Engines, Pumps,
Presses, Car-Washers
GARDNER Marine & Vehicular Diesel Engines
C C. WAKEFIELD «CASTROL »
Lubricating Oils & Greases
B I. CALLENDER Electric Cables
INDIA Rubber Tyres & Tubes
ENGLISH ELECTRIC Vertical Diesel Engines,
Motors & Refrigerators
REVO Electric Ceiling & Desk Fans
FIRTH BROWN STEELS & TOOLS
PYRENE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Steels, « Cole » Cranes, Electric Trucks
HARRISON LATHES
All kinds of Hand and Machine tools and garage
equipment
STANLEY SHASHOUA 1 SONS, LTD.
Rashid Street — Baghdad
Tel. Office : 3213 Tel. Garage : 5875
r :Sole Distributors in Iraq fo
HUDSON CARS
WHITE TRUCKS
CADILLAC CARS
CITROEN CARS & TRUCKS
THE OLIVER CORP. — Agricultural Machines
& Implements
FISHER HUMPHERIES PLOUGHS
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
GOODRICH TYRES ET ACCESSORIES
EDISON BATTERIES & SPARK PLUGS
CITIES SERVICE OIL & GREASE
etc. etc. etc.
ZIA HOTEL
MICHAEL ZIA
Establis ned in 1911
©
ALL ROOMS WITH 1 PRIVATE BATHROOM
OVERLOOKING THE TIGRIS RIVER
©
Telegram : AL ZIA
Telephi>nes : 7462
4808
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HANNA SHAIKH
RIVER TRANSPORT CO.
Basrah - Iraq
REGISTERED COMPANY FOR RIVER TRANSPORT
Freight Booked on through Bills of Lading for Through (Overside), Transferred and Local
Cargoes. Special Quotations for large shipments.
Competitive rates given for large shipments between
BASRAH, AMARAH, KUT, BAGHDAD and intermediate Ports.
River Fleet recently supplemented by the purchase of the entire craft, stores and equipment
of the Euphrates & Tigris Steam Navigation Co., Ltd. (In Voluntary Liquidation) represented
in Iraq by their Agents, Messers Gray, Mackenzie & Co., Ltd.
©
SELLING AGENTS FOR
RAFIDAIN OIL CO., LTD. PRODUCTS
Interested in obtaining Agencies for first Class Shipping Companies
SUPPLIERS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
for A. I. O. C. at Abadan and Bandar Mashur
such as : - Bricks, Shingle, Ballast, Sand, Gatch, etc., and also for K.O.C. in Kuwait
Mostly delivered by own Craft
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
HEAd Office : BASRAH BrancHes : AMARAH, BAGHDAD
BANkERs : Buii'isli BANk of Iran & THe Middle East,
ThE Eastern BANk, THe Ottoman BANk & RAfidAiN BANk,
CAbUs : «AL'SHAIKH» BasraIh, AmaraIh ANd BAqhdAd — CodE : BentLev's
AL IRAQI
Ja-^iJlj OiJl p^JI oy* J f_L3
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NATIONAL SEWING MACHINE CO.
Belvidere, Illinois, U.JS. A.
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PHOTOGRAPHERS
By Special Appointment to
:!:::;i:;*i^i::»ip-ji:
H. M. THE KING OF IRAQ
©
PHOTO GOODS DEALERS
AGFA CAMERAS and PAPERS
SHOTGUN & AMMUNITION DEALER
354/1 RASHID STREET — BAGHDAD
AL IRAQI
Nairn Transport Co., Ltd.
RECULAR PASSENGER SERVICE
EVERY DAY EXCEPT MONDAY
BACHDAD DAMASCUS < BEIRUT
SpEciAl Recjuctjon m
Fares for? StucJents
10 % REbATES foR RETURN TickETS
fOR PullMAN AiR-CONdiTJONEd ANd SECOIMd
CLASS SERVICES
SENIUMAM IIS
THE LEADING HOTEL
IN BAGHDAD
TIhe Iarqest aincj dest Terrace CarcJen
ovERlookiNq tIhe TiqRis
TelEphoNES : 5905 or 4225
TElsqRAM : SEMIRAMIS HOTEL BACHDAD
hJ^ ] 'J^S ZX>JZLSJ ^IM
(< 7t~~~* jKOM A+.** i—>ttt**l *
' jl^ - jli« h.» / ir (Jj *j^)I <j-h *-> l- )
: u^ildl
r
6jl
: J>JI ul_>:JI tb-^ - s^'lJI
j|jU; ( jZL.jti' ) Vt - J—11
IixJ»l viJ1 J^ 1 J6 Jl^Jl <3 <j—> J— Jjl
EASTERN DISTILLERY & PRODUCTS CO., LTD.
(Successors to J- D. MESSAYEH DISTILLERY)
12/40 Ras el Qurya Street, Baghdad (Iraq)
Telephones :
Telegraphic Adress : Office 6569
«GARESCO» BAGHDAD Factory 9304
acvatic
dusl -and walerprool
non-magnelic
unbreakable cry:
THE
SWISS
WATCH
COMPANY LIMITED
Tel. : 7476
3 JLLI1 OWUI j>M
IRAQ
SPINNING & WEAVING CO., LTD
MANUFACTURERS OF HIGH QUALITY
COTTON YARNS AND PIECE GOODS
Town Office : 3173 Factory Office : 2041
AL IRAQI
Or. VICTOR A. SHAMMAS
CHIRURGIEN- DENTISTE
Diplome de la Faculte Franchise de Medecine de Beyrouth
s^
Clinique : B ATT AWI N
Tel. : Clinique 4268 Tel. : Domicile 7282
O^JbJU ~^J>\jsti) c^l^^J) ^S
^
IRAQ CEMENT CO. LTD.
BAGHDAD
We have pleasure in announcing that our product is now available for every need. We are
proud to say that our cement has been analysed by independent authorities in England, and
its physical test has proved well in line with British Standard Specification.
Retail Price is now ID 9/ —per ton delivered
Special rebate is allowed for resellers and big users for quantities of 50 tons and over.
A L IRA O I
A WORLD OF ENTERTAINMENT
IS YOURS WITH
MARCONIPHONE
FOR BEAUTY, QUALITY
AND THE LATEST IN
RADIO FEATURES
SoIe DisiRibuTOR :
C. JOHN HALKIAS
406B 1 Kftshid Street . BAqhdad, Iraq
-GIRL BRAND
AL IRAQI
DAVID SASSOON & CO. LTD., BAGHDAD
TELEPHONES : 85169. 85169 TELEGRAMS : SASSOONS, Baghdad
REPRESENTING :
A. P. V. CO. LTD. Stainless Steel & Aluminium Food & Potable Liquid
Plants.
ASTON CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD. Constructional Steelwork
AUSTIN MOTOR CO. LTD. Cars & Trucks
GEO. BAHNAM & CO. LTD. « Griffin Wing» Hair Belting
BRITISH REINFORCED CONCRETE-ENGINEERING Steel Reinforcement
CO. LTD,
BRITISH TYRE & RUBBER CO. LTD. Tyres, tubes, rubber hose, transmission belting,
rubber boots & shoes
CEMENT MARKETING CO. LTD. Hand Brand Cement, Impermo & Snowcem
CHAMBERLAIN & HOOKHAM LTD. Electricity Meters
COCHRAN & CO. (ANNAN) LTD. Steam Boilers
CONSOLIDATED PNEUMATIC TOOL CO. 1.TD. Pneumatic & Electric Tools
CRITTAL MANUFACTURING CO. LTD. Steel Windows, Pressed Steel Doors, and Office
Partitions
CROSSLEY BROS. LTD. Oil Engines
W. B. DICK & CO. LTD. Oil & Grease
FENNER & ADLER LTD. Paints, Putty, Distempers, etc.
GENERAL ELECTRIC CO. LTD. Everything Electrical
GILBERT, GILKES & GORDON Water Turbines, Self Priming Pumps
IMPERIAL TYPEWRITER CO. LTD. Typewriters & Office Supplies
JEYES SANITARY COMPOUNDS LTD. Disinfectants
LODGE PLUGS LTD. Sparking Plugs
NEW ZEALAND INSURANCE CO. LTD. All types of Insurance including personal accident
for air travel
PULSOMETER ENGINEERING CO. LTD. Water Pumps and Ice Plants
RANSOMES & RAPIER LTD. Cranes, Pumps, Sluices & Contractors Plant
SANDERSON BROS. & NEWBOUND LTD. Rasps, Files, Saws, etc.
STAVELEY IRON & CHEMICAL CO. LTD. Spun & Cast Iron Pipes & Specials
STEWARTS & LLOYDS LTD. Boiler Tubes & Steel Water Service-Pipes, all sizes.
J. STONE & CO. LTD. Non-Ferrous Metals, Train Lighting & Air Condi-
tioning
E. R. & F. TURNER LTD. Flour Milling Machinery
YORKSHIRE COPPER WORKS LTD. Copper Tubes & Fittings
AL IRAQI
Sale and repair of all kinds of Swiss watches
*7Ue Amaauttj, A/eiu
UNDERWOOD
e/*
CHAMPION
the MASTERPIECE in portable typewriter*
C. JOHN HALKIAS
Rashid Street
BAGHDAD
AL IRAQI
AMERICAN AUTO CO.
Nash cars & Trucks ^t CJjjyj Jj'jI—
-
AMERICAN AUTOMOTIVE CO. kflrJ$\ olT^JJ Z^S
9
^
Auto-lite products
Proxlin & Fleet X automotive paints
Kohler Electric Plants
Federal Mogul bearings .if^^CJI jJjil >/" jisC-
Bendix International Products
General Automotive Products
J—fy JljAJ Olik;
Sole Distributors for Iraq : oi>i j<jjj>+ji <Wji
B. BOUKATHER
Successors of the late C. Boukaiher
Ghazali Street - Baghdad
Js>U- all i^^J
-*±ii>:«;» IJWB'mil'i'1
SPECIALIST AND EASILY THE BEST
1
The SINDBAD HOTEL specializes in first class food and supremely good cooking.
The SINDBAD HOTEL is of a « manageable » size. The proprietor is able to give
individual attention to each resident, who is made to feel genuinely that his comfort
and convenience are matters of great moment to the manager and every member of the staff.
The SINDBAD has 40 bedrooms ; Single & Double, all with private baths.
The SINDBAD menus are supREMEly qood.
REMJNisCENT of THE WEST El\ld of LoiNCloN.
THE SINDBAD HOTEL
Rashid Street, BAGHDAD Tel. 6478 and 4745
A I IRAQI
IMPORTERS - CONTRACTORS - WHOLESALE DEALERS
&
COMMISSION AGENTS
for : Electrical Goods & Fittings Radios & Accessories
Refrigerators & Air Conditioners Household Appliances
Machineries & Hardware Articles Tools of all Descriptions
Motors & Generators Electric Welding Sets
o
or.^:
- J., F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
Al-RAshid Street (Ras eI Quarja No 1 186) — BAqhdAd, Iraq
Telephone No. 4937 Telegraphic add. « YONANS Baghdad »
Ah IRAQI
C^ 1
W'Ttif/ffrj v\)vwW!Jl/i/i09^*^
ANDREA'S
PHARMACY
WHOLESALE
and
RETAIL
CHEMISTS
Baghdad
Telephone : 4432
UNITED INTERNATIONAL
IMPORT
225/9 Mus
TRADING & ENGINEERING CORP. (IRAQ) LTD.
— EXPORT — COMMISSION
tanslr Street - Baghdad - Tel : 4833
AL IRAQI
"iit
TRACTORS
EARTH MOVINC MACHINERY
DIESEL ENCINES ROAD CRADERS
A comprehensive range of spare parts and extensive service facilities are available under the
supervision of factory trained personnel.
All repairs are carried out in our workshops which are fully equipped with
modern machine tools.
JOHN BIRCH & CO., (IRAQ) LTD.
ENGINEERS
(INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND)
Salhiyah Avenue, Baghdad
P. O. Box 43 Telegrams : BIRCHIRAQ Tel. : 4916 & S270
LONDON OFFICE : 153, MOORGATE, London, E. C. 2
Telegrams : ENDEAVOUR, Tel. LONDON WALL 4075
Al IRAQI
From home workshop to world enterprise
FOR PERFECT PICTURES
Sole Agent for Iraq and the Persian Gulf :
S. M. GARIBIAN & CO., LTD
BAGHDAD
FASCO FANS
QUALITY
DEPENDABILITY
DURABILITY
OSCILLATING
GIVES NO RADIO
INTERFERENCE
FULLY GUARANTEED
Sole Distributor in Iraq : C.JOHN HALKIAS Rashid Street, Baghdad
A L IRA\QI
THE NATIONAL TOBACCO CO., LTD.
PRODUCES
THE MOST POPULAR CIGARETTES
ILHJX KfcdDYAIL
jiiMi^
*y» J'
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iUI -Ul *&" Jlj <y oLJIj jlLaij SjLkllj s>Ul >JI
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Aljanal
PRODUCED BY:
VEGETABLE OIL EXTRACTION Co. Ltd., Baghdad
J. P, BAHOSHY BROTHERS
CHURCH STREET — BAGHDAD — IRAQ
(Established in 1919)
ENqiNEERiNq Merchants & Contractors
B & C
Brick Making Machinery
Cleveland
Water Meter
M y f o r d
Precision Lathe
Enquiries are cordially solicited for Machinery, Machine Tools, Hand Tools, Hardware,
Steel Material, etc., either from stock or to order,
Prices Competitive — Prompt attendance
Please Phone: 6197
AL IRAQI
COLLEGE
BOOK
STORE
Books
PfincUs
Erasers
Stationery
BtANkbooks
tak
T-ShiRTS
SweatsIhjrts
ABDUL MASIH KHAYATE
AL-RASHID STREET
BAGHDAD (Iraq)
Wholesale and Retail Garage Specialities
Auto Accessories Tyres, Tubes, Oils
Replacement Parts Auto Hardware
Workshop Tools
Commission Agents
Auto Upholstery
Agent for : WOLF ELECTRIC TOOLS LTD.
Telephone : 3008
AL IRAQI
JL->J<>JJJ
URODONAL
BAHJET ESKENDER
AUTO PARTS DEALER - WHOLESALE & RETAIL
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTOR FOR :
THE MONMOUTH PRODUCTS
The well-known manufacturers of Bearings, Bushes, etc.,
Telephone 7353
©
^iXS=^J COL^j
« J>ib JflJU oljUl ^Ij^l £_^ J* »
« j.y^/ » ~t*^ ^y» j/yi
vror
^j 0_,ib"
AL IRAQI
RAFIDAIN OIL COMPANY LTD.
(INCORPORATED IN GREAT BRITAIN)
DISTRIBUTORS OF ALL PETROLEUM PRODUCTS
THROUGHOUT IRAQ
IMSHI
INSECTICIDE
Gas Oil / ' "* k Grease
F nrl Oil m\ \ I 1) i t n in e n
K e r o s e n e \ mJlL / Paraffin Wax
Motor Spirit x/ Petroleum Jelly
FULL RANGE OF LUBRICATING OILS
ALL GRADES OF AVIATION FUELS AND LUBRICANTS
SUPPLIED BY
BP . AVIATION SERVICE
« When we say Tomorrow, we mean Tomorrow »
Samawal Street j\, QjUf j*S> Jl^JI £j£
ALDAMARCHI Building ^Tj^^ »J^
Telegraphic « ALBAQIR » Abdul Hadi Baqir « y Ul » : £j[II yly-ll
Telephone : 6866 BAGHDAD
aa-VA : Oy^l ^
j
CUSTOMS CLEARING AGENT
IMPORTER EXPORTER
Specializes in legal questions effecting Customs, Duties, Import Licences, etc.
Agent for LH. FORSTER & SABBAGH Co, and LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT Co,
and other well known firms
Has served as Clearing Agent for Baghdad College since its foundation in 1932,
and Jesuits are notoriously meticulous.
AL IRAQI
HALATAH BROTHERS (ENGINEERING) LTD.
Telegrams & Cables
HALATAH «|Bagdad »
Code T| Bentley'sj2nd
(Established in Business Since 1936)
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
IMPORTERS — EXPORTERS
KING FAISAL II SQUARE
Madhat Pasha Street
BAGDAD - Iraq
Telephone :
Bagdad 84781
«
"WILSON » Horizontal Diesel Engine First Prize
in New York 1939 Exhibition
SOLE AGENTS for :
« WILSON » Horizontal Diesel Engines
«GWYNNE» Centrifugal Pumps
«WELLSALINE» Lubricating Oil
« LION BRAND » Flour Millstones
«ENGELBERG» Rice Hullers
« SABRO » Ice Plants and Air Conditioning
«WEMANCO» Patented Rice Shellers
« ELLIOTT » Machine Tools
« CARBORUNDUM » Abrasive Wheels
«VANDORN» Electric Tools
« BROOKS » Electrical Motors
« V.L.C. » Garage Equipment etc... etc.
BROOK MOTORS
AL IRAQI
murphy
radio
<'*
"\\ro d^ilj
M. A. EL HADI
King Faisal II Square
BAGHDAD
Tel. 6435
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
International Division, 50 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y.
Radio Tubes and
Electronic Devices
Fluorescent
Lamps
P
Electric Light
Bulbs
Fluorescent -Fixtures
for Commerce—
Industry— Home
SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC
SOLE AGENTS
ALI & AHMED BAHBAHANI & Co
| Al Rashid Street
Tel. 7191
BAGHDAD — IRAQ
AL IRAQI
BAGHDAD
How many have you read ?
Summer Order = Open Thursdays, 8 : 30 9 : 30 A.M.
YOU
MUST
READ
THESE
THE IRAQ TIMES
Iraq's most up-to-date newspaper
now appearing in a new handy-to-
read form.
CARAVAN
The new weekly news-feature-
picture periodical for the Persian
Gulf countries.
BAGHDAD
PRINTED AND PUBLISHED BY :
THE TIMES PRESS
The Times Printing and Publishing Co., Ltd
COMMERCIAL AND PRIVATE PRINTING
OF ALL KINDS BASRAH
AL IRAQI
^-xOP^^i
THE CATHOLIC PRESS
IN BEIRUT
is printing "AL IRAQI" for you
YEAR AFTER YEAR
THE CATHOLIC PRESS
IS PUBLISHING FOR YOU
ITS WORLD-WIDE KNOWN
DICTIONARIES
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ObjJIj L-iyV SJIji-VI LLjil Jy IjU ^yJ-l
. lov . ,j L^j 6'xl-> J'ylb loyJI Lvyll i5CLllj
. ii_ rv jr j oA»-ij »y vi .j^ji
Jj-T W»i Uljty »* J -_ *jl
BJl_*dl OlVjH J IJLl- .JyjGI I A* j . L-j/i-l j
Jls?j \—jj) \>)jj\ Jyj ^aL-Vl k^Jll jje IjU
u'jrj J>J Jt.JJ; yr >V Cil^-j i^-Vl yJI
i|j* i-lS^ j iJ|yJ.| ^jJl.
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u-^J' oj,sC:~.j < j^U-U J' JV«-3 ^Jy"C~Ui ill
jilL- ^ill ^31, Ijfjf- \£i s'y V L^Oj -Ul JlT
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5,«-*Jts J" u°Ju* ^J'^ A*^' a; j-*' 1 ^i
. i«-MH J s"j DytJ-' i-Jli ^Ip'l
bA*L1- iljl U lj>l Aw>l^l j^-^; Jll 0-ill jyJ
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vj'jkiVl J f- Jill vl)U!^c ^Ja-J j^tl-, fjli -X^cj
_r*"~" jy
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<j.j Uf jlj«ll ^ i-JaxU oi» (j _S_j~iC_JI u_j5C-«J
SjJv,. j, A_i^j jiall IjUUJ . Ujs- SJ~^ J^ 1
_>_* -yljuj uljrj i 1 i_^l JWl .^ iiJ -^ *-W
3_}J__ -«_._£ iijjll ILjJ~\j . &.- YY — Vi. ^, jj_J|
ujC. ^1 .li ulj • JI^JIJ Jjf'j J5^ 1 ^j-OI
i_£jJI.) ^ jUIj ,•_>-«! I jV UU. L>-U> Ujj ._j._5C.ll «jj
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OUJI diijj ^yJti\ .V>» • ^t^j'j JJ..JIJ Xt&
Ulyl ^cOJ'j Vij' i ,\> JS" J .Vy* J y*AJ' JjjJIj
j^» \$3-%3j ij^ii ijjiii Djti-i a^o^/i oi* «c^jj' ic
?.UJI dbjl ju.1 jljJLi* £>
lyjUfcl JJ jljjl JaI Jj> I » JLjuJ villi ^J -*I
~-se.3 Jib J >- .L1JI J.»— jj ILseijI . 'jOVI A>
y JU.il £jjl dllj> *y Jf lf«jj jJI jUII J.A _.J
«. _il ui ^ OjUoj llijj j*i r<jio ^ui
Ao^.j ^il- l^Jl 0*V* *'^ W»-Xj l^' *^ J-il-a" ic^L
£j> 7T>15CJ LJit >U£«a a) '^4— l_*L>-j j*- O'j
• sf >'
IjoIj jcb ^a U^>UVI l*J.wj JaJI \fj)j OkVI
Ulij i 01 ^.v ^i ^^ Ul».l ^ ^.J'j rJI^J'j »c»\50'
_J»35 0_jt jU- bJ ^ f'jjJ* Jc i^rl tasj O'j IjJ^-
ILIjJ asj ) Uj (.L_>-\l I_>^ bJ ^»j Liu-JLl k_)U^ lc
j^ij ;j3l lp Jb'j lJI Ip Jlui >L*l .yM ULl
j ji'l Ol 4 J—»JJ,jJI -i» I*' J-^-11 > lc»
U Jd lUa-»ei lL.£ >JLal 0' <A J*J V /i«J' U .^t
^.!l JiillcfJIi ^jjJfl j\ f^ 0' J, OJ <yj ? ^-^J
h oi 4 & ^7
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Ia II ja. ^^^^
iOnZ— ,IlJ\ OuJ5d!l O^'/l* >«"' il
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.^ Jt tl
>»» 0' 6b i jlir ^ -Oi-^IJ 1 • b' y jJ-l 'i* J^
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Ay \: j&'\ ^ij s>Xi {' yS' I ^Ja>3
ij-^:li .\ri ,^.-5et iaJi- A_j OIajJ >J* 1 4~>-A.»
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^Jk-i j» ^vsCb *j ^A*dl 4 ^ iHi JT (^
? (i5^^ J^ ] ^ ,jJ1
^.*ji jjii-i ^.ui ;vi Ob ^Etl ^J JjUL.
.jll j.i jbll jSCJI La^U A_».y 4 jijji oIa j\ 3
ji i^ iivij i^-n a i—i jt jji ;i 4 ^u* j^
i^-o ousOi ^;r u jo i>5c> jji or u ji
_^il j^i liA ,yiiVI il
r<s
»"j-lj u-UI JL»l abjl
01.U5C11 dUi" ^jit urj -u_.} joji
r
-uy ur
A—U li ji-lj' US' a^Ij jnc
Oij>lk:-.i y\,j ^jJl J^ ju-juu 5 iiaaiJ
Sli-I >J_,i^ A_JIT Je J,^* li^-^c ^A l^sc A^y
^idsdJVIi • ^_j_j«l!l jizJii a..jIa^Hj^ i-A_ki- 1 SiU-Jlj
4 ti 1^ f
dUUJI j-JlI l^j ^ LJI JiJj
r
jUI *»-yl lift fjdi
'i* >_i}L"iVI -Ic 4.1, L. ^ ^Jl^ j-l L>-j j^ bJU
iw^Jb B iyJ.I 7-yJ B i >• 4-i JXJJ ^ill jiLJI *>>!
fcjU. Dljll iuJJI UL- j^»l jll ;li-i dU3' jj^-jij
(^Jt'lj HiJj-j (cxs .IjjjJI *j ^iJ ^JJI «_jjl Uj U
^y
(
K-r^-J '->J*~»'j »ljiVlj ^bOI 4._jLaj ^ J&
y i„« VI i- UJI 4.^1jjJ eijill ojLLslj Il.UI «.cL_i
JjJ-l Uojl SlJ- 1 Jc lt. ^>=_ yyj-l 4*Ja)l _^'y
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: J^JI ylill Jls 1:jJ_> ijjjdl U l$j C-^o U jOi
jj^oJ^jLS" ,j-?jVl By-J \j j" l^SvljjlaJ L,aiu ^.>-l-5 l>
jJl. y lilSCi (^Jl yj <ulj As L_s LgJL_y-
j^Cj i 4.--J-U y yLSJI 4jda ^iil JiJI ^aiJ'j
i«iJ ^Jl Ifij r-j^-J V jJlj J»VI oijAsil ijjjjl j
Olji-oll v_Syj .lj»- J* l^—U. _jjUI AJ_y_J V jt«!
juii iJL.* 4 - ^xso Vj <- juji j jin ^* ir
JJi , a-l ^50j 4jw»J wijjl rAU i-i-tl 61 — /$~ill
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